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the South's Independent Weekly"




A 16-year-old South Side High and notified the principal about
School student, who cut a fellow the cutting.
homeroom classmate's throat Three students. Sammy Hicks
on Wednesday morning, Nov. 15; Vivian Ousley, 14, and Ver.- ,
12, was sentenced to an inde- na Mosley, 15, took the stand'
terminate term at the State, and made essentially the same'
Vocational Training School at statements.
Pikeville on Monday when he
appeared before Juvenile Court 
The children said that the
-D
Judge Kenneth Turner on a 
raper youth was passing In addition tc its Saturday
giving 
around an obscene maga- services on Nov. 29, a Thanks-charge of voluntary manslaugh-
. ter. 
zine for the other children to Day service has oeen
'look at, and later on Robert planned for nov. 27 at 11 a.m.Eric Nathaniel Draper had Brown asked to see it. The speaker foi- the day willbeen charged with first degree Draper, they said, refused to be Elder Charles R. Graham,murder in the slaying of Rob- show it to young Brown, be- former minister, now pastor:nagert Brown, 17, but the charge
was changed to voluntary man- a church in Chicago. Music tor I
the service will be rendered byslaughter when witnesses stated it, and afterwards he and the Christ Baptist Church.that the victim was the one victim got into a name calling
who had started the fight. spat. A Prayer Breakfast has been
The Draper youth could have All said that Brown later planned for Saturday morning,
been remanded to Criminal struck Draper, wpo then pulled I Nov. 29, at 7:30 a.m., and an
Court for trial as an adult and a knife from his pocket and be-I Ingathering fellowship Banquet
sentenced to from two to 10 gan swinging it at the victim.
years in the state penitentiary. One girl said that she thought
He had been in trouble withotherDraper was cutting Brown
law for minor offenses and on the shoulder until she saw
tude to all parents, students,
civic and religious leaders aid
citizens in general who have
and continue to support the
Branch position during this
crisis in education," Mrs.
Maxine A. Smith, executive
secretary said Monday.
The CME Ministers Alliance,
Presiding Bishop J. 0. Patter-
son of the Church of God in
Christ, Inc., and Elder Blair
T. Hunt, former high school
principal and pastor of the
Mississippi BI v d. Christian
Church are among hundreds
of citizens who have commend-
ed the Memphis Branch of the
NAACP for declaring a mora-
torium on schooi absenteeism.
The Rev. E. L. Brown, presi-
dent of the CME Ministers Al-
liance, said in a telegram that
the organization 'strongl'y en-
dorses the decison of the ex-
ecutive board of the NAACP
in calling a moratorium oa
Black Mondays and other
school absenteeism."
Bishop Patterson said that
cause he said that he was









Seventh Day Adventist Church,
formerly the Alcy Seventh Day
Adventist Church, announces its
official opening services to he
held Nov. 27-30 at its new loca-
tion at 685 E. Mallory.
set for Sunday, Nov. 30.
Other guests who will parti-
cipate during the three-day
observance are Elder R. P.was on probation at the time blood spurt from the youth's Peay, Young People's secre-ot the slaying. 'throat. ta, ry of the South Central Con-Judge Turner told the youth After cutting Brown, Draper ference of Seventh Day Advent-that he had gotten in trouble be-walked out of the classroom ists Elder H. D. Singleton,cause he was carrying a knife,I with Brown trying to follow,associate secretary of the Gen-and that his victim had mil
eral Conference of Seventh'weapon on him. Brown, whose jugular vein.Day Adventists. Washington,;T h e students' homeroom had been severed, walked a- D. C.: Elder E. W. Moore,teacher and three of his class- short distance down the hall Home Missionary and Sabbathmates took the stand and tes- after Draper, then collapsed School secretary of the South'
tified about incidents just be- and died in the hall. Xentral Conference; Elder M.
fore and after the slaying. Police said that Draper threw M. Young, Birmingham, Ala.,
James Hawes, the teacher,I his knife on top of the school's and Elder R. Warnick, a form-
said that he was taking tie' gymnasium and then walked er pastor of the Memphis
attendance record and notioOdi into the school's office and re- church.
something was happening when; mained there until he was Elder J. M. Doggette, pastor
the students began saying,: taken to jail by police, of the church, extends a cordial
"A fight! A Fight!" Draper was repre,e'fr in welcome to the public to at•I
He said that he noticed that the case by Atty. Jack N. tend all of the opening services.
the Brown boy had been cut.Clemons. Representing the
and that he immediately ran Attorney General's office was
to the office and asked the Asst. Atty. General James G.
secretary to call an ambulance' Hall.
Patterson Gives Nod
To Liquor By Ounce
State Senator J. 0. Patterson,
one of the only two black Senate
members of the Tennessee
General Assembly, issued a
statement in support of the
Liquor by The Ounce referen-
dum which will be held in Mem-
phis, Tuesday, November 25th.
An attorney and a member
of the City Council, Senator
Patterson, in a press release,
stated, "I am supporting and
endorsing the referendum de-
signed to give local voters an
opportunity to express their
choice on this issue.
"I have worked in the Legis-
lature to make sure that the
black community has the op-
portunity to voice its views and
choices between the "Brown
bag" bottle and liquor-by-the-
ounce".
"I am convinced that liquor-
by-the-ounce" will mean more
and better jobs for my fellow ,
black Memphians. This aiso •
means better pay and an in-I•
crease in the service industries.
in which so many fine black
men and women are engaged,
and have been engaged through-
out the history of our city.
"Liquor-by-the-drink in other
cities reveals a tendency to
improve over-all tax revenue
for the city involved and ac-
cepting it.
"I support liquor-by-the-ounce.
I feel it will help the black
community. I will continue to
ask the Memphis City Council
to use the revenue from the
sale of mixed drinks, should
the referendum establish that
is what the city wants, to use
the funds derived from the
development to lower such
things as the existing sewer







WASHINGTON — The De-
partment of Health, Education,
and Welfare today put into op-
eration a new plan of special
allowances to make the Guar-
anteed Student Loan Program
more attractive to lenders and
more loans available to stu-
dents.
Robert H. Finch, Secretary of
Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, announced that an allow-
ance at the rate of 2 per cent
per year for the period from
August 1 through September
30 will be paid to banks, sav-
ings and loan associations, cre-
dit unions, and other lenders
participating in the program.
A regulation setting the rate
was published tod a y in the
Federal Register.
THREE KEY FIGURES hi The Memphis
Black Coalition are The Rev. James Law-
son, Re'.. Esekiel Bell, chairman of Black
Coalition and Mr. Jesse Epps president of
the Memphis Branch at the AFSCME. Last
week Rev. Bell resigned from the Execu-
tive Committee of the NAACP as its presi-
dent, due to a disagreement on school
boycotts. Rev. Bell said at a news cont.
erence Monday that the school boycott
'.mild continue until all students and
teachers received dignity and justice. He
'.as speaking in reference to several sus-
pensions that had taken place in the school
s‘tem.
Jesse Turner Says He
Won't Be Intimidated
Jesse H. Turner, 1Member; President of the Memphis
Shelby County Quarterly CourtoBranch, NAACP. for eight
I a member of the
made this statement last Fri-
:years. 
amard
day in answer to charges .thatted am currently
elenal Be of the NAACP
he had "sold out" to the es- 
 serving as
its vice chairman. I served for
tablishment : 2 years as President of our
"For the past 12 years, I'National Bankers Association
have been involved, in some "I am chairman of the Trus-
way, with almost every major
civil rights advance in this
community — integration of
Memphis State University, Uni-
versity of Tennessee in Mem-
phis, the city and county schools,
seeking Negro employment in
our City, County, Federal Gov-
ernment: route salesmen for
bread, milk, beer distributors,
desegregating theatres, hotels,
bus and train stations, the fair-
grounds, rest rooms and eating
facilities, just to name a few.
I was plaintiff in suits to open
the airport restaurant and pub-
lic libraries to Negroes, and
was arrested in desegregating
the buses. For eighteen conse-
cutive months many of us
walked the streets of this City
through the heat and cold be-
cause we were committed to
freedom.
"I was elected and served
on the Shelby County Democrat-
is Executive Committee and the
last Constitutional Convention
of the State. I also served on
the State Tax Study Commis-
sion Currently, I am serving
as a member of the Shelby
County Quarterly Court.
"I was elected and served as
tees Board of my Church, exec-
utive vice president of Tri
State Bank and a practicising
Certified Public Accountant.
"With the exception of 6
years in the armed forces and
at the University of Chicago, I
have lived in this community for
32 years. I am proud of my con-
tribution to the community andi
I am so grateful for what this
community has meant to me.
"The aforementioned record
speaks for itself. It displayss
the confidence my fellowmen
have in me.
"I categorically deny that I
have made any contact with
; anyone regarding my support
of the position of the executive
I board of the NAACP. I have al-
ways fought for what I believe.
"I have never permitted any-
one to intimidate me: and I will
not be intimidated now by
either black folks or white
folks.
"Any man who has invested
as much in the cause of free-
dom as I have would be foolish
to support any program which
he did not truly believe was
for the best interest of his con- ,
stituents."
Program, authorized by the Young Memphis LawyerThe Guaranteed Student Loan
Higher Education Act of 1965,
provides that a State or non-
profit private agency, or the Serving
Captain Walter L. Evans of
Memphis is serving as the trial
counsel (prosecutor) in Special
Court-Martial cases for the
79th Engineer Group ( Army)
with headquarters at Long
Binh, South Vietnam. The 27
year-old Howard University taw
graduate has been serving in
Vietnam for about three months
and prosecutes all Special
Court-Martial cases for the
79th Engineer Group. The 79th
is one of the major Engineer
units stationed in South Viet-
nam and consists of five bat-
talions, a total ot about 5.000
troops, located throughout Viet-
nam.
The Corps of Engineers Law-
yer states that one of the big-
gest problems among U.S.
troops in Vietnam is the illegal
use and possession of mari-
juana. The weed, cannabis
saliva. commonly called mari-
juana, grows wild in many
areas of Vietnam and is easily
accessible to the troops opera-
ting in the field. He says that
unit commanders have become
I gravely concerned over the
widespread use and possession
Federal Government itsel f,
may guarantee or in
loans made. to students attend-
ing colleges and universities.
"The M e m phis Branch "NAACP has done more to bring 
and business, technical, and
NAACP wishes to express grati- to fruition justice, liberty and 
vocational schools.
equality to the black man of
America than any other organ-
ization", and commended Mrs
Maxine A. Smith. the executive
secretary, and Jesse H. Turner,
immediate past president, for
exercising "wisdom, patience
and restraint" ir the matter.
Eldr Hunt said in his tele-
gram, "I heartily -endorse the
stand taken by Mr. Jesse Tur-
ner concerning the pubtic
school controversy. I, with a
host of pastors urge our child-
ren to be in school Monday
morning. It is necessary that
our boys and girls return to
school."
Other ministers supporting
the NAACP in its present stand
are Dr. A. E. Campbell, presi-
dent of the Tennessee regular
Baptist Convention; Dr. W.
Herbert Brewster; Bishop B.
Julian Smith, presiding CME
Bishop of the 13th Episcopal
District; Dr. D. S. Cunningham,
Dr. John Exum, and Rev. T.
C. Lightfoot.
The Act limits interest on
these loans to 7 per cent a year.
With interest rates on other
types of loans at an all-time
high, many students have found
it difficult to find a lending in-
stitution willing to make a 7
per cent loan.
To make the program more
attractive to lenders, Congress
on October 16 passed the Emer-
gency Insured Stuaent Loan
Act of 1969. The new law,
signed by President Nixon Oc-
tober 22, permits the Federal
Government to pay lenders spe-
cial allowances each quarter
If the Sect etary determines
that return to the lenders is
less than equitable in light of
current economic conditions.
The maximum allowance is 3
per cent of the average unpaid
principal balance of loans out-
standing during the preceding
quarter.
Since Congress stipulated
that only loans made after Au-
gust 1 would be eligible, the
first period is only two months.
In Vietnam
of the hallucinogenic drug,
because it adversely affects
the efficiency and effectiveness
of the soldiers in combat situa-
tions. They are now taking
bold steps to attack this pro-
blem. and Captain Evans has
vowed to prosecute all drug
offenders to the fullest extent
of the law.
The wrongful use of posses-
sion of narcotics or marijuana
is punishable in the military
under the Uniform Code of
Military Justice. The maxi-
mum allowable punishment
for drug abuse in general court
partials is a dishonorable dis-
charge, forfeiture of all pay and
allowances, and confinement
at hard labor for five years.
In Special Court-Martials the
maximum punishment is con-
finement at harci labor for six
months, forfeiture of two-thirds
of pay for six months, re-
duction to the lowest enlisted
rank and a baa conduct dis-
charge.
Captain Evans is the son




:elected president of the South
Carolina State College Stu-
dent Government Association
in a recent all-college election.
Be is a son of the Rev. Andrew
and Mrs Irene Hugine of Green
Pond, S.C. He is a mathemat-
ics education major and enjoys
playing the piano and reading.
He holds membership in Ome-







PHILADELPHIA — T h e
American Public Health As-
sociation, t h e organization
which is currently challenging
the power and philosophies of
the American Medical Associa-
tion, recently lambasted the
Nixon Administration and the
U.S. Dept, of Health, Education
and Welfare for their alleged
failure to deal with the urgent
health needs of minority groups
properly.
The APHA, is an umbrella
organization of black physi-
cians and civil rights organiza-
tions who have joined together
to address themselves to the
critical health needs of minori-
ty groups,
There are over 24,000 mem-
bers in the APHA organization.
In a letter dispatched to Rob-
ert H. Finch U.S. Secretary
of HEW recently, the APHA!
expressed grave concern at
the reception they received
from the Nixon Adminis-
tration's chief health officer,'
who stormed angrily out of a
meeting held here last week,
after a confrontation with the'
group.
After he was asked by Dr.
John L. S. Hollornan, black
president of the Physicians'
Forum of the APHA, exactly'
what the Administration intend-
ed to do about increasingl
minority group represeta-:
tion in health professions.
Dr. Robert Egeherg became
See Page 2
By Whittier Sengstacke, Jr. NAACP and the Black Coalition
Associate Editor have repeatedly urged parents
1 to keep their children out of
MEMPHIS — Chairman of, school, and now today, 
desert-
the United Black Coalition Rev. ed by the NAACP, hundreds of
Ezekiel Bell, has announced' those children have been 
l 
sus-
in an effort "to protect the: pended. This is hypocrisy .He 
I rights of students and the posi- went on: "It should not be ne-
cessary for the school board toteachers who took 
!Part in the organization fight wait 90 days to consider the ap-
for more black representation pointment of a black assistant
on the city school board and 
superintendent when there is a
the recognition of the American, vacancy in that office right
Federation of State, County •.
and Municipal Employees," the
Black Coalition will escalate In reference to the issues
involving the strike at St.their fight for a continuous
boycott of schools. Joseph Hospital, Bell said
"those who persist in trying
Though the school board had to say there is no connection
promised the NAACP (which'with the school board of educa-
broke off from the coalition). tion's position and what's hap-
there would be no action, pening to black people in the
against students and teachers, St. Joseph Hospital strike are
who took part in the boycott,: blind. It is apparent to any
Rev. Bell told reporters he had, sane thinking person that it is
received several reports of, once again the powerful taking
students and ,teachers who had ,' advantage of the powerless, and
been suspended and threatened. the strong attempting to impose
Bell blasted the daily newsjheir will upon the weak."
media when he criticized "one Following a split between the
of the most strenuous, well NAACP's executive board and
planned campaigns by TV,Ithe Black Coalition, speculators
radio and newspapers" andI wondered which faction blacks
noted that "the NAACP the' would support. One observer
Memphis school board and the said the proof was in the fact
parents of some 44000 black that 35 to 40.000 children re-
children should make it crystali mained away from school on
clear they are not pleased nor. last Monday, in support of the
fooled by the outflow of publi-!black Coalition program. Sup-
city concocted for the sole pur- porters of the NAACP said this
pose of coercing and forcing' was due to bad communications
• black people to bow to their,and fright on bhalf of black
;demands." parents in sending their chit-
; Bell continued that "theldren to school.
Nixon Still Stalls
Desegregation
By M. GENE MEARNS Court of Appeals on whether MI
HOUSTON — (UPI) The d
istricts in Mississippi, Georgia
Florida, Louisiana, Alabama
Nixon administration said Mon-
a
day it needs more time in six 
nd Texas are using the wrong
southern states to carry out kind o
f desegregation plans or
desegregation plans, but Negro, merely
 taking too much time
lawyers said racial lines shouclisio complete 
them. 
beerased now. ' "We 
believe the court should
let school boards submit their
Thirteen judges heard argu-
ments in the 5th U. S. Circuit See Page 2
Board Could Support
Bill Now Pending
One black member of the
Tennessee General Assembly
anticipates the Memphis Scnool
crisis by some months, and
during the 1969 General As
sembly introduced a bill which
would increase the membership
of the Memphis Board of Edu-
cation from five to seven.
State Representative Ira H.
Murphy of Memphis has a bill
pending in the Legislature
which appears to match what
the Memphis Board of Educa-
tion said it intends "To sponsor
and support."
However, the Board of Edu
cation did not say how many
members it would ask for
from the Legislature.
Mr. Mruphy said that the
Tennessee General Assembly
could create the two new posts
immediately after it goes into
session early next year.
The bill now pending would
allow the seven members to
be elected from districts. It is
House Bill 830, and was signed
also by State Representative
James I. Taylor of Memphis.
The bill is being handled in
the Senate by State Senators
J. 0. Patterson, Jr., and Ed
Gillock.
On Monday of this week, Mr.
Murphy said that he plans to
amend the bill to provide nine
board members instead of
seven. This, he said, is so that
blacks will be adequately rep.
sented on the Board.
Pre-Canceled Stamps
Will Speed Xmas Mail
Memphis has been selected'
by the Post Office Department
to test the use of pre-canceled
Christmas stamps. J. C. Curtis.
Officer in Charge, reported
this week.
All Christmas stamps sold
in Memphis, except those sold
to stamp collectors at the phi-
latelic window. Main Post Of-
fice, Front and Madison, will
he pre-canceled with the words
"Memphis. TN".
Christmas cards hearing pre-
canceled stamps can skip the
canceling operation in the post
office and go direct to the
distribution unit.
Use of pre-canceled Christ-
mas stamps will reduce con-
gestion and result in a more
efficient operation during the
critical holiday malting period.
This will result in better serv-
ice for both Christmas cards
and your important business
mail as well.
Memphians will he asked to
bundle mail bearing the pre•
canceled stamps separately
from other mail. Special "Lo-
cal" and "Out-of-Town" labels
and rubber bands will be avail-
able in post office lobbies for
the convenience of mailers in
keeping their Christmas stamp-
ed mail separate from other
mail.
Mail Users Council members
interested in better mail serv-
ice will want to cooperate
fully in this special effort to
speed mail during the Christ-
mas season. The sue s of
this experimental gram
will determine whe er pre-
canceled stamps will be con-
sidered for nationwide use in
the future.
. The s p ecial pre-canceled
'Christmas stamps were avail-
able at all postal stations and
branches beginning November
4th
, Three other cities are partici-
pating in the experiment. They
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NATIONAL
By Diggs Dctfrootit
satillty holt week when she broke the story of Secre-
tary Roataey's impending resignation and the pros-
pects of Mayor Walter Washington succeeding him at
D. The rumors on ftomne had been making the
rounds for days, and only two weeks ago the White
House correspondent for a national magazine was
checking the report. Hotline hinted at the story.
1100,40,
Lawyer Nixon Ala. Mom
(Continued From Page 1)
i('ontinued From Page
and is a 1960 graduate of Mel- ov.n plans," said U. S. Deputy Des To2149 Wabash Ave., Memphis
rose High Schooi. He received Atty. General David L. Norman
both a degree in architecture on behalf of the government.
in 1965 and his law degree in "We believe this technique is w
1968 from Howard University, good one, and it should be fol-'
Washington, D.C. He is a mem- lowed now.
Distributed by Sengstacke Newspapers ,ber of the Tennessee Bar and "The timing issue is not in-.
WASHINGTON — Ethel Payne proved her vet-plans to return to Memphis to surmountable. The Supreme 
BIRMINGHAM, Al a. — A
court aid not intend to now black widow, and the movthi:
that there would never be al of a soldier who died In
case where some school board defense of his country 
in
Viet-
would not have a reason for nem, have had to file a Federal
delaying implementation of e Court suit in an attempt to get
Roast Flew desegregation," Norman said.: 
th,
their beloved's body buried
. the cemetery of his choice here.,
Norman Amacker, an attar-
(Cmilkillell From Pale 1) ney arguing the case of those
practice law after completing
his tour of duty In the Army in
August of next year.
earlier but it took Ethers consistent digging to un- qufte indignant, told Holloman l
earth the full story ... Members of the Capital Press
Club are concerned that the deficit from their annual
dinner could cause a disintegration of the organiza-
tion . . . When HUD officials failed to give a hear-
ing to striking tenants of public housing, about 30
of them occupied the outer office of the Secretary
for a full day . . . Does the defeat of Julius Hobson
for the D.C. Board of Education signify a swing from
Hobson's militant style in the District? Hobson. a one
not to point his finger at him,,
heatedly warned him, •'Don't
you make me mad," and stalk-
ed angrily out of the meeting.
Dr. Myron E. Wegman,
chairman of the APHA's execu-
tive board then drafted a let-
ter to Finch expressing. "una-
nimous and vigorous protest,".
over Egeberg's actions.
Negroes wanting quick desegre-
gregation in the contested dis-
tricts, said the only issue to be
decided by the court is "how
and when" schools must de-
segregate.
"A speedy end to all dual
school systems is the important
thing, and we ask the court to
act immediately by reversing
objectionable plans that are
now in effect," said Amacker.
He also requested that the 
man civil rights leader, instigated the school suit that dialogue between the depart-
ed by a '4reasonable" woman. Mrs. Anita Ford Allen, 
be promptly re-established Artist Wife9evoked the latest ruling on education. He was defeat- ment, and the interested groups
a Negro. When contacted 
later Egeberg
of the meeting because In Hams urgtook over the Prince George's County Community of his apparent anger, but
College cafeteria demanding an appropriation a stQ,- contended that he had merely
THE NEWEST "Tip": About 50 black students
denied that he had stormed out • b
dent funds for the Black Student Union.. . . In their 
left because he was schedul- 
nd 
Art
ed to atte another meeting.
list of demands and in their prepared statement the He returned to the meeting
tat but b then most of thestudents told the faculty that 'We are not happy, er,
contented, singing and dancing Negroes who will sit group 
had left in disgust.
by and be screwed, dealt with, or totally. ignored." 
Another HEW officiil who had
attended the meeting also said
. . . The U.S. government is about to launch a pro- that Egeberg had simply, -blew
gram in Montgomery County which may improve the his cool."
lot of Negroes in suburban housing all over the U.S. The 
representative of APHA,
The officials intend to utilize the fair housine law 
ebxpressedtiastonishmert at Ege-
a tee r ga s a 
attempt 
pot nhs asda yhi n go no d ma ee l i b etro-
to its fulTest in this program. The idea is to actual-
ly attract Negroes to county living. Where b aitwill sprovoke d0"uy. him, or attack him per.
all lead is anyone's guess . . . No project 
as b 
greater support than the Educational Television pro-
gram. "Sesame Street," which is being aired on 170
non-commercial stations around the country.
TNSTDE STUFF: Will the District become
another Reno. Nev.? Last week a federal judge void-
ed an abortion law on the books of Washington since
1901. A decision handed down by Federal indite Ger-
hard A. Gesell makes it possible for any "competent
licensed practioner of medicine" who wants to per-
form an abortion for reason satisfactory to himself
may do within legal limits. While the letter of the
law specifies that it will mean only for the health
of the mother, the saint of the law could he inter-
preted more loosely . . . A survey by a local new,-
paper here revealed that "relatively few" students
are taking the demanded black studies or studying
the difficult Swahili in the high schools here . .. A
31-year-old housewife staged a 27-hour sleep in at
Arlington's Walter Reed Center to highlight the
necessity of public housing. She complains that she
can't find adequate living space because the county
refuses to build housing for the poor.
THE LINE SIZZLES: Mayor Washington's for-
mer aide, Tommy E. Perkins has been named directori
of merchandising by WDCA-TV ... A whole new con-
cept in public housing took place in Montgomeryi
County last week when. the 50-unit Bel Pre project
opened. On hand for the ceremony was Dorothy Height
of the Nat'l Council of Negro Women who has been
supporting similar programs around the country which
Black revolutionary Robert F.
Williams. at a press confer-
ence in Detroit, appeared angry
as be responded to Gov. William
(i Milliken's order extraditing
him back to the south to face
the kidnapping charge he fled
eight years ago. Williams said
that "Neither Milliken nor God
can send me t oto North Caro-
lina." William returned to the
United States late in September
after eight years of self -im.
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HARRISBURG, Pa. — A very
unique event look place here
recently at the Bethel AME
Church. A talented husband
and wife team were featured
in an Art Show sponsored by
the Pastor's Aide an Auxiliary
of the church.
Stars of the show were Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold (Audrey) Ed-
wards of Donora, Pa.
lead toward eventual self-ownership. The new group
of tenants will be about 60 percent black and 40 per-
cent white . . . A group of black publishers and edi-
tors are visiting Israel as guest of the government
making studies of youth projects, educational insti-
tutions and other urban programs. The group are all
members of the National *wspaper Publishers As-
sociation. They will return to this country on Thanks-
giving eve . . . Look to the Columbia Broadcasting
System to start a brand new thrust aimed at the
black market. It will be subtle, but positive.
CHITTER CHATTER: If you think the Brother
slings a mean bucket of mud during a political cam-
paign you should go to the Philippines. When Presi-
dent Marcos claimed a landslide victory a few days
ago it represented the death of about 40 political com-
batants. What many Americans don't know is that
this is par for the course in Philippine elections
when voters who disagree go the whole route. As high
as 100 persons have lost their lives during a Philip-
pine campaign and election . . . Mrs. Coretta King
is touring the U.S. speaking at fund raising affairs
to secure monies for the memorial to her late hus- interest in the outcome of the
band. This is the result of the Nixon administration 
disgraceful case.
dropping the idea and forcing Mrs. King onto the \
public. The going has been rough and to date there
is nothing like "substantial". sums being raised. The
memorial is to be in Atlanta the home of the martyred
leader. During her tour, the widow is becoming a
leading advocate for peace.
ttry GI
Before his untimely death
So smooth-worlds hest eIfing Scotch
InItard tri Small& Slandad Sooech Whisky. 88.11Prool. knported by scomasst Important. Utl . Now York, apt
Pfc. Bill Terry expressed the
desire to have his remains rest
across from the- front porch of
the home where he grew up.
His remains were refused ad-
mittance t o his chosen final
resting place because of re-
strictive clauses in a number of
deeds, which forbid black bur-
ial privileges in the cemetary.
A local white priest here, has
threatened to ask all black
young men to refused induction
into the armed forces of this
country, until Pfc. Terry's loy-
ed one's have been given per:
mission to exhume his body:,
and lay it in the resting place.
of his choice.
The Rev. Eugene Farrell
made the staterr.c.-.I. tn some 250
persons, who have been
keeping periodic vigils at the
proposed graveside of Pfc. Ter-
ry, until the matter is resolved.
Father Farrell, and five oth-
ers ministers have led the dele-
gation to the cemetery daily,
holding prayer services, and
singing spirituals at the grave-
site.
H. W. Miller has remained
adamant however, in his con-
tention that cemetery admini-
strators could not legally de-
viate from their position be-
cause of the contract clauses
I in arrangements made by fami-
lies of whites buried that re-
strict the burials of blacks is
the cemetery.
Recently Father Farrell caltH
ed Veteran's Day a "day of
contradiction, a day when we
celebrate patriotism. How emp-
ty it must be," be uttered.
"Until discrimination h a s
been abolished in all cemeter-
ies, Bill Terry's death was in a
, vain."
; This marks the first instance
when a Federal suit will test
the power of Title VI in the
1964 Civil Rights act which
states that exclusionary and
•scriminatory practices are
rbidden in this country.
The Civil Rights Act speaks
of the living, it makes no speci-




are showing more than a little
FRANK DITTO HONORED at the weekly
Community Service Award dinner held at
at Detroit's Soul Buffet Caleteria. The
award, sponsored by the Detroit Coca-Cola
Bottling Company, was presented by Coke's
Emile Duplessis (left) and WJLB's Martha
Jean "the Queen" Steinberg. The honoree,
director of the East Side Voice of Indepen-
dent Detroit, has gained national recogni-
tion for his Political Education Project
(PEP). Ditto organized PEP, a junior get-
ernntent model of Detroit's Mayor-Council
system, to give black youths better under-
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150 STORE COUPON 150.1
Save 15c on our new Injector 11's. Eleven blades with the same miracle plastic
coating as The Spoiler. What a Super Stainless dealt
To the dealer: You are authorized to redeem this coupon. We will
reimburse you for its face value plus 3c for handling, providing
coupon is redeemed in accordance with our customer offer. Any
other use constitutes fraud. Invoice proving purchase of suffi-
cient stock to cover coupons submitted must be shown upon
request. Cash value 1/15th of lc. Any sales tax involved is to be
paid by consumer. This coupon is nontransferable and good only
for the product specified. Offer good only in U.S.A. and Puerto
Rico except where prohibited by law. For prompt payment,
send this coupon to :Gillette Injector Offer, Box 1034. West-
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N. C. Mutual Buys
Great Lakes Mutual Hamilton High News
Thaddus B. Gaillard, C.L.U., three-fourth's of a billion doi- Here with our soulful bell, it Harriet Bonds, Shirley Jones,
president of Great Lakes Mu-
tual Life Insurance Company,,
Detroit, Michigan, and Joseph
W. ,Goodloe, president of North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
Company, Durham, North Caro-
lina, this week announced that
their companies had reached an
agreement under which Great
Lakes Mutual would be merged
into North Carolina Mutual,
The merger would be subject
to the approval of members of
the two companies and the In-
surance Commissioners of Both
North Carolina and Michigan
who have already granted their
preliminary approvals.
Great Lakes is the largest life
insurance company in Michiganl
operated by Negroes. North Ca-
rolina Mutual is the largest
Negro operated life insurance'
company in the United States.
Mr. Goodloe and Mr. Gaillard,
presidents of the two companies,
pointed out, "Both companies
have a rich heritage of commun-
ity service. By pooling our man-
power we will be in a position
to effect certain cost reductions
and put the combined firm in a
more competitive position.
Since both firms are 'mutual'
companies, all the advantages
of a policyholder owned com-
pany will not only continue but
can be expanded to benefit per-
ent policyholders, company per-
sonnel and the general insur-
ing public. We expect to expand
the business particularly in
Michigan, Ohio, and the District
of Columbia."
North Carolina Mutual was
founded in 1898 and on Decem-
ber 31, 1968 had total assets of
$93,313,000 and total insurance
in force of $475,257,000. At the
same time, Great Lakes Mutu-
al, founded in 1927, has total as-
sets of $12,773,000 and total in-
surance force of $84,129,000.
For the year 1968, North Caro-
lina Mutual had a total income
of $24,823,00Q compared to $2,-
923,000 for Great Lakes. North
Carolina Mutual had paid divi-
dends continiously since 1945,
last year paying its policyhold-
ers slightly over a million dol-
lars.
A combined asset strength of
the merged companies would
approximate $112 million with a
surplus of $171/2 million and in-




lars. is time for Trezette and Wendy
to tell: All the Scholastic "Hap-
Under the merger plan North penings" around our school, all
Carolina Mutual would continue
11, t e Guys and dolls who are
operations in the Region nowt he
served by Great Lakes 
MutualNeat and Cool, And who's def-
'
intely sticking to the love rule.
— Mr. Gaillard becoming a Vice'
President and Director. On Wednesday, Nov. 12, a pro-
gram was given by the Future
If the necessary approvals are, Teachers of America Club for
olftained, and all other condi- American Education Week. A
dons of the Merger Agreement
are met, it is contemplated that:
the merger will become effec-
tive January 1, 1970 with the
North Carolina Mutual as thel
continuing corporation and re-
sponsible for the obligations of
Great Lakes Mutual.
FOR DRAFT REPEAL — Arlo
Tatum, executive secretary of
the Central Committee for Con-
scientious Objectors, spoke on
"Draft Repeal" during a meet-
ing on Monday night in the
Lemoyne -Owen Student Cen-
ter. The lecture was sponsoredl
by the Tennessee chanter of
the American Civil Liberties
Union, of which Atty. Otis
'Higgs is president. Mr. Ta-
'tarn is the co-author of the
"Guide to the Draft" and editor
of "Handbook for Conscientious
Objectors."
Trees were planted in memo-
ry of five persons during Ar-
bor Day ceremonies at the
Magnolia Elementary School
on last Friday, Nov. 14.
Honored persons and spon-
sors were Mrs. Anna Humph-
rey, grade two; Mrs. Nettie
Banks, first grade: Mrs. Mat-
tie Maddox, custodial staff;
Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, former
principal, Mrs. Harry Mae Si-
mons, present principal; and'
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr .
fifth grade.
The program began with a
solo by Mrs. A. M. Greene and
the history of Arbor Day ex-
plained by Ann Johnson. Mag-
nolia Tree History was given
by John J. Gordon, II, and a
poem, "What Do We Plant?"
recited by Kiva Yarbrough.
The guest speaker was El-
der Blair T. Hunt, pastor of
Mississippi Blvd. Christian
Church was introduced by
Mrs. Pearl Gordon, program,
chairman.
Mrs. Cleo Jones was gener-
al chairman of Arbor Day, and:
Mrs. Clara Hill is publicity
chairman.
h• MORE you BRING . .






















film entitled "Black History"
was presented. Club members
were dressed in their red uni-i
forms with white and black'
scarfs. Their advisor is Mrs.:
Jessie Jackson with Johnetta
Stokes.
Some of their members are
Jackie Lewis, Valeria Phillips,i
Denise Flowers, Millie Goosby,
Mamie Brinkley, and Okuda
Franklin.
James Cartwright, Valeira
Phillips, and Vaneese Thomas
have been selected as Hamil-
ton's reperesentatives in the
1970 Outstanding Teenagers of
America Contest. These students
are automatically in competi-
tion with other "Outstanding
Teenagers" of the state for the
Governor's Trophy.
Criteria for entrance in this
program are scholastic achieve-
ment, good citizenship, commun-
ity awareness and participation
in school projects and activi-
ties.
James is a member of 12-04
homeroom, the Science Club,
vice president of the El De-
Mone, sergeant-at-arms of the
en vv omen 5 Honor Society, lieutenant
Day Service
Set At Norris
Annual Men and Women's
Day will be observed aththe
Norris Avenue Baptist Church
at 1437 Norris ave. on Sunday.
1Nov. 22, and two outstanding
speakers have been invited.
The speaker for the service
at 11 a.m. will be the Rev.
L. C. Jones, pastor of Bethesal
Baptist Church.
At the program at 3 p.m.,
the speaker will be Miss Erma
Clanton, a member of the facul-
ty of Melrose High School and
a member of St. John Baptist
Church, Vance Avenue.
Music for the day will be
sung by the combined men
and women's chorus.
Dane Dockey is chairman of
the men and Mrs. Carrie Jack-
son is chairman for the women.
Arthur Gant and Mrs. Clyde
Staples are co-chairmen for the
day.
The public is invited to at-
tend all services for the day.
Mrs. Bennie Williams is pub-
licity chairman, and the Rev.
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colonel of ROTC, and an active
player on the football team.
Valeria is a member of 12-10
homeroom, Future Teachers of
America, Concert and March-
ing Band, Honor Society, Le
Dune Chemantes, president of
homeroom, a contestant in the
Memphis Junior Miss, recently
chosen as "Tennager of the
Week,' and attends Emmanuel
Episcopal Church.
Vaneese Thomas is vice pres-
ident of 12-01 homeroom, a mem-
ber of the Glee Club, Majoret-
tes, Science Club, vice presi-
dent of the Debutante Society,
a member of the Honor Society,
Dance Group, and NAACP
Youth Council, last year she
won the title as 'Miss Social
Belle." She attends St. John
Baptist Church.
Last week the campus was
'filled with happiness for the
winner of Grade Attendants
for "Miss Hamilton." Miss
Seventh Grade is Jackie Eckles,
Miss Eight Grade, Sheryl
Draper, Miss Freshman, Kathy
Johnson, Miss Sophomore,
Gwen Malone, Miss Junior,
Mary, Hicks and Miss Senior,
Alice Malone.
These girls were chosen to
run on such points as appear-



















others and school -participation.
So ''Hats-off to you fine young
ladies."
Ding—Dong!! Hear the bell!!
Now we will tell all the popular
students doing well: Gwen Mos-
by, Connie Johnson, Hazel
Scott, Nadolyn Hall, Dernah
Cole, Barbara Staves, Jackie
Peete, Gail Siggers, Louisa,
Cherrie Anderson, Evelyn Cole,
James Pratcher, Ray Petti-
grew, Van Goodman, Skippy
Gardner, Alfred Butler, Margie
Rambo, Estella Boyd, Frederick
Noel, Donald Earnest, Sharon
Steinberg, Paula Grace, Regin-
ald Tucker, Robert Newman,
Rickie Newton, C,orliss Ratliff,
Stanley Gates, Eric Horton,
Samuel Fields, Danny Milam,
Reginald Tate, Janice Hill,
Larry Scruggs, Albernice Rod-
gers, Monson 'Skeet" Robinson,
and Sheryl Jones.
This same bell is so loud, until
it's blasting out these "bad
rags" in a crowd: Veto Bridges,
Jerry "Nap" Williams, Willie
Hughes, Gerome Hinds, Brenda
Treadwell, Cornell Watkins,
Beryl Harris, Vivian Myers,
Flora Perry, Shirley Cobb, Wil-
letta Fisher, Robert Pierce,
Cornelius Flowers, Michael Ber-
nard, Larry Stevenson, Miehael
Ford, Alma Black, Brenda
00
Batts, Brenda Brooks, and
Thomas Taylor.
Mellowing this tone down it's
time to focus the -cupids" in
our town:
Kim Bridges and Melvin Hay-
slett;
Lillie Davis and Albert Hand;,
Charles Lewis and Glenda
Ford;
Ronald Hill and Alfreda Pleas;
Jeanette Carter and G. H.
Wallace;
Ruth Bowles and Larry Den-
son.
Ethel Jones and Phillip Jett:
Agnes Blackmon and Clint
Jackson;
Denise Batts and Tony Tate;
Well!! It's time for us to dis-i
continue our ride, but leave this
message for the wise:
For one man who sincerely
pities our misfortunes.
There are a thousand who sin-









FRIDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 28, 1969, FROM 10:00 P.M. UNTIL
ADM. ADV. $2,00 AT THE DOOR $2.50
$10.00 COVER CHARGE ALL SETUPS FREE









YOU SAVE I 09
Large 1042 oz Dottie with dispense,
Softens hands fast
WOOLCO DRUG DEPT
CLIP THESE COUPONS FOR EXTRA
SAVINGS OFF OUR ALREADY LOW








YOU SAVE 6 cents
Large Family Size







Gets your teeth sparkling
white with Colgate M.F.P





YOU SAvE 57 cents
Large package contains 10 [nacres
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Large 200 count size
Adult strength
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The 1040 anniversary o
First Baptist Church, Lauder-
dale, will be celebrated with a
special program on next Sun-
day, Nov. 23 at 3 p.m.
The Rev. Eddie Currie, mini-
ster of Christ Baptist Church,
will speak on the subject, "The
Use of Christian Power to
Serve the Present Age." The
Christ Baptist choir will sing.
Major George L. Robinson,
anniversary chairman, and Mrs.
Effie Wooten, co-chairman,
along with the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, and the
congregation invite the public
to attend the program. Miss
Ramelle Eddins is the program
chairman.
The public is also invited to
hear Dr. Dinkins at the anni-
versary sermon at 11 a.m. Din-
ner will be served following
the morning sermon.
A reception will be held aft-





Nancy Wilson For Revue
America's greatest folk-rock
group, The Staples Singers,
have joined the line-up of top
talent for WDIA's Goodwill Re-
vue, November 29, at the Mid-
South Coliseum.,
This is the hottest group
of stars ever for a Mid-South
I show.
Nancy Wilson headlines a
bill that inclues Junior Walker
and the All Stars, Pigmeat
Markham ("Here Come De
Judge"), Little Milton and his
Band with Barbara West,
Warren M a ddox, district
manager of the Memphis Soci-
al Security Offices, announced
this week that effective im-
mediately the Social Security
Office in the Federal Office
Building at 167 N. Main Street
will no longer be open on Thurs-
day evenings from 4:30 to
7:30 P. M.
During the recent past the
downtown Memphis office has
been staying open an additional
3 hours each Thursday as a
convenience to those, who pre-
ferred to visit the office after
regular duty hours. Maddoz
painted out that so few people
are now using the Thursday
evening services that it is nec-
essary to discontinue them.
There will be no change in the
regular office hours of 8:30
A. M. to 4:30 P. M., Mondays
through Fridays.
Mr. Maddox emphasized that
the full service social security
office located In the Southgate
Shopping Center at 1795 South
Third Street. will continue to re-
main open until 7:30 P. M.
on Thursday evenings. This
office is especially convenient
to those people living in postal
zones 38106 and 38109.
LOOK HAIR
PREPARATTONS
At your local Cosmetic
—Counter—
There is a Look Hair
Preparation
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'Good Fri., Nov 2 1Sat.Nov22 andg
'Sun. Nov. 23 WITH COUPON
as iiiirial =rims fie -- se .
special 17-piece band of the
area's greatest musicians.
Now The Staples Singers
have been added to complete
what will be the greatest even-
ing of entertainment Memphis
has ever seen.
WDIA's Revues are strictly
"family shows" so the station
has kept its ticket prices down
below all the other commercial
shows so that more members of
a family can afford to attend.
Tickets a r e only $3.50,
$3.00, and $2.00. The date is
Rufus "The Dog" Thomas and November 29th at the Coliseum,






0. W. Pickett, political lead-
er and businessman, was the
speaker when Businessmen for
Progress held its organizational
dinner Friday night, Oct. 7 in
the Hotel Chisca.
Mr. Pickett encouratr the
group to speak out agi st the
Liquor By the Ounce pro-
posal which citizens are being
asked to vote for on Tuesday,
Nov. 25.
"It will further exploit the
black community," he said.
I "I believe that if the citizen-
ry were made totally aware of
the moral, social and economic
decay of the consumer in cities
mentioned so frequently by the
Chamber of Commerce, such
as Atlanta and Nashville, they
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LEGAL NOTICE
'T •
The DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS of the State of Tennessee, in accordance
with regulations promulgated pursuant to the authority contained in Section 315
of Title 23, United States Code, hereby advises the public that it has received notice
of the action taken by the United Slates Bureau of PUblic Roads pursuant to is
request for approval of the design with respect to proposed Federal-Aid Projects
1-404(90)3 (ROW) and 1-40-1(68)3 (PE), SHELBY COUNTY.
Ti. notice stated that these projects were approved effective November 5,
1969. A condition of the approval was the understanding that the design will be
subsequently modified in accordance with certain requirements stipulated by the
Secretary of the United States Department of Transportation.
The description and location of the approved design of the projects, which will
be subsequently modified as aforesaid, is to construct a section of 1-40 between
McLean Boulevard and Mans Street in the City of Memphis, which includes a section
through Overton Park. The design will provide a depressed roadway through Overton
Park except in the vicinity of Lick Creek where it will be at-grade. Grade separations
will be provided at McLean Boulevard, Hollywood and Collins. An interchange is
provided at East Parkway. Platform-type structures will be provided at the entrance
to Overton Park Zoo, Middle Overton Park Road and a point East of Middle Overton
Park Road. A pedestrian grade separation will be provided at Merton Street. Your
attention is directed to the accompanying map for additional advice relative to Ste
location and design.
Copies of pertinent data with respect to said action are available for inspection
by the public at the office of Mr, Virgil Rawlings, Regional Right-of-way Engineer
of the Department, located at State Office Building, 170 N. Main Street, Memphis,
Tennessee 38103.
TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
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LITTLE KING AND QUEEN — Little Miss Luretha Gail
Travis a n d Master Lemull Lynn Ward were cr owned
king and queen at the Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church on
Sunday, Oct. z6 in a drive sponsored by the No. 3 Usher
Board. Little Miss Travis raised $108.65. Mrs. Ernestine




To Speak In Jackson
TOUGALOO, Miss — Con--a post she won in 1964. Be-
gresswoman Shirley Chisholm, cause of re-apportionment, she
first Negro woman to serve in ran again in 1965 and 1966.
a national elective post, will
speak in Jackson on Friday,, As the first black woman to
November 21, at College Park sit in the Albany .assvnblY.
Auditorium. ,she supported the first state
Mrs. Chisholm, who repre- legislation extending unem-
seats the 12th District of New ployment compensation to do-
mestic workers, and was in
the forefront of the legislative
battle for the seek program,
a higher - education plan de-
signed to enable disadvantag-
York (Brooklyn) in the na-
tional House of Representatives
will be brought here by Touga-
too College as a part of its
continuing Centennial Celebra-
tion, sponsored by the Touga. ed youth, who may not meet
loo Centennial Fund of Missis. entrance requirements but pos-
sippi. sess academic potential,
There will be no admission enter state universities and
charge for Mrs. Chisholm's'receive remedial training.
address, which will begin at
8 p.m. The public is invited 
When re-districting in 1968
created the new 12th Congres-
sional District, made up of
the heavily black Bedford-
Stuyvesant neighborhood with
smaller parts of Crown Heights
to attend.
Mrs. Chisholm's rise from
clubhouse worker to Repre-
sentative in the United States
House or Representatives has
with Jewish voters, and Bush-been a rapid one. Her first
wick with Italian voters. Mrs.legislative experience in 
was Chisholm announced het can-the New York State Legislature didacy
larger cities now have corn- In a hard - fought primary
munity colleges. These institu- [ campaign resulting in a con-
tions, he said, are enrolling'tekt with former CORE direc-
increasing numbers of students tor James Farmer, Mrs. Chis-
'from minority groups and holm emerged the victor last
are anxious to expand their fall by a vote of two-and-a.
services, both on and off cam- half to one.
• • pus.
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Andrew- L. Goodrich, a Mem-
phis native, will join the staff
of the American Association of
Junior Colleges in December
as specialist for minority group
programs, it was announced
today by Edmund J. Gleazer,,
Jr., executive director of AAJC.1
Goodrich is currently com-
pleting a doctoral program in
community college adminis-
tration at Michigan State Uni-
versity.
Mr. Goodrich is a 1946 grad-
uate of Manassas High School.;
He taught in the Memphis pub-i
lic schools from 1952 to 1954.'
Mr. Goodrich will direct a
three-year project in curricu-
him and program development
funded partially under a $100,-
300 grant from the Ford Foun-
dation, Gleazer said. The pro-
ject was established in recog-
nition of the potential ,of two-
year community colleges, par-
ticularly those in urban areas,
of meeting post-high school edu-
cational needs of those mem-
bers of black, Mexican - Ameri-
can, Puerto Rican and other
minority groups who may have
difficulty finding opportunity
for college experience.
I Before beginning his program
'et Michigan State in 1967, he
was a teacher in the Nash-
ville public schools, from 1954
to 1967. He holds bachelor and,
master of scienr!e degrees fromi
Tennessee State University. 1
At Michigan State, Mr.
Goodrich has been engaged in
a doctoral program in adminis-
tration and higher education,
with emphasis on the com-
munity college and community
services. As a part of this pro-
gram, he surveyed programs
for the disadvantaged at select-
ed inner-city colleges and or-
ganized a major conference to




s o as s ppor
Junior Colleges in a policymestic bills relating to the crea-
ff of A statement issued last year by tion of a study commission onA jc its. Board of Directors and ap- Afro-American history and cul-
proved by the membership de- ture broadening the powers of
clared its intent to step up of the Development of Con-
!efforts nationally to serve the sumer Affairs, and others.
needs of the educationally dis-
advantaged. In her maiden speech of SAVINGS
March, 1969, Mrs. Chishilm
Mr. Goodrich is married thdeclared she would oppose
the former Johnnye Lindsey, every defense money bill "un-
native of Chattanooga. They til the time comes when our
have four children, Kenneth, values and priorities have been




grams for inner-city residents.
Mr. Goodrich served in the
army during the Korean con-
flict. He has been active in
community work, as a member
of the Board of Directors of
the Nashville, Tennessee
branch of the National Associ-
ation for the Advancement of
Colored People, and was a
member of the Davidson Coun-
ty Independent Political Coun-
cil
An outstanding musician,
Mr. Goodrich received the best
saxophonist award for two con-
secutive years at the Notre
Dame University Jazz Festival.
He taught a course in black
music in the evening college
at Michigan State University,
and has presented concerts on
the history and developmentl`
of black music at community'
colleges.
In discussing the new pro-
ject, AAJC's Gleazer pointed




HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is one of the outstanding automobile salesmen
in the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chev-
rolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstand-
ing selection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
H. can be of great help in assisting and advising
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No. 1
Buy on America's No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.
The American Association of1Chi h 1m h ted do-
The T e n nessee Highway
Patrol has stepped up its en-
forcement program with the t
purchase jf new ultra-modern,
radar fluffs. State Safety Corn-
missioner Greg O'Rear said
the new radar units would be
put into service immediately
state-side.
The Commissioner said the
new units would be much more
effective than the units now
being used. He said the range
of the new units was from
3,000 feet to a mile compared
to the 500 foot range of the old-
er units.
Commissioner O'Rear said
the increased range would en-
able State Troopers to check
the speed of vehicles in both
lanes of interstate highways
from one location, increasing
the efficiency of the radar ope-
ration. He said the only visible
difference in the units was the
8-inch parabolic reflector on
the new unit. The older model
had a 6-inch reflector.
The calibration of the new
unit is also checked electronic-
ally before each use. Commis-
sioner O'Rear said radar is
' certainly not very popular with
1Tennessee motorists but it is
; probably the greatest deterent;
against traffic accidents now




He said the Department Of
Safety has always sought volun-
ary compliance of speed
limits but there are always
some who refuse to cooperate,
creating the need for strict en-
forcement. Comm iss ioner
O'Rear said he has instructed
State Troopers to be on the
lookout for these violators and
reprimand them before they




The membership of Gospel
, Temple Missfonary Baptist
!Church 1080 N. Manassas St.,
will observe "Annual Women's
Day". Sunday November 23.
Mrs. Archie M Pratcher,
Greater Middle Missionary
Baptist Church, will be the
3:00 P.M. Speaker.
Theme of month long activi-
ties by the women of thee Church is "Women Facing
the Challenges of this Gene-
ration". The pastor, the Rev.
N. Alston, will speak at 11:00
A.M. on the theme, "Never
under estimate the Power at a
Woman".
Mrs. Mary D. Talford and
Mrs. Edna Haywood are
chairman and co-chairman of
the women's activities. Friends
and the public are invited to
worship with the church.
Mrs. Ophelia M. Little, is





CANADIAN WHISKY—A BLEND OF SELECTED WHISKIES. SIX YEARS OLD. S6.8 PROOF, SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO., Y.C.
Don't bank on picking up





trying to become one
of the world's rare
cameras.
Some stores are
selling them right out of the shipping
cartons. And it isn't surprising.
Color pictures in a minute. $29.95!
Automatic exposures. Electric eye
and electronic shutter. Sharp 3-element
lens. Built-in flash for 4-shot flashcubes.
The shopping days until Christmas
, and the shopping days for Polaroid's
Colorpack II may not be the same days.
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Old Speech And Old Promise
- The much ballyhooed Nixon
speech came off without a rippling
on the surface of stagnant Asian
waters. There was nothing refresh-
ingly new in its context. It was a
rehashing of previous statements
with no additive to enliven their
fading rhetoric.
The promise to Vietnamize the
war and remove American troops
from Saigon is a theme that runs
through all of Mr. Nixon's public
utterances whenever the occasion
calls for a defense of his war policy.
That he has "worked out a time-
table to withdraw the American
Army from Vietnam and that
public announcement of the detail
of this withdrawal would not ad-
vance the peace efforts, are views
which have been aired time and
time again in one form or another
either by the President or by his
Secretary of Defense.
This is a critical moment in
the ten-month-old Nixon Admini-
stration. During his campaign for
the Presidency, he led the people
to believe that if elected he would
bring the boys back home and liqui-
date the senseless conflict in the
Rising Tide Of
The recent elections show-
ed beyond the peradventure of a
doubt that Negroes have become
a force to be reckoned with in
American politics. Even in the in-
stances where they lost the bids
for the mayoralty office, the mar-
gin of their defeat was slim.
A remarkable psychological
transformation is taking place
among the voters. Race as an issue
per se is being pushed in the back-
ground more and more. The only
allusion to it is expressed through
the euphemism of "law and order."
In most political battles the
racial identity of the candidates has
been discreetly ignored. In the
Nov. 4 elections Negroes made
active bids for mayor in six major
cities: Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo,
Hartford and Waterbury, Conn. and
Dayton, Ohio. They lost all but one.
The focal point was Cleveland,
where Carl Stokes, a Democrat
who two years ago astonished the
American people by the sensational
victory that installed him as the
Far East. The people are asking for
an accounting of that promise.
Their impatience is indicated by the
huge demonstrations against fur-
ther continuation of the war.
The President said, "I would be
untrue to my oath of office if I al-
lowed the policy of this nation to
be dictated by a minority • . . who
attempt to impose "its own view"
on the nation by mounting demon-
strations in the streets." What he
calls "minority" is deceptively false
mathematical computation of the
vast masses who oppos41 the war and
who are equally opposed to the Ad-
ministration foot-dragging on bring-
ing it to a finality.
Mr. Nixon missed a superb op-
portunity to convince the American
people of his dedication 'to peace
without insufferable and indefensi-
ble delays and of his commitment•
to domestic rehabilitation as the
highest priority after the war. If
he .had spelled out his peace formu-
la and his plans relieving poverty
and other critical urban problems
he would have quieted much of the
emotional tensions and anxieties at
home.
Black Power
first black mayor of a major city,
was returned to the City Hall as
Cleveland's Chief Executive.
Though all of Cleveland's 38-
per cent black population backed
Stokes, it was the white liberal
minority that put him over the top.
This phenomenon repeats itself in
every instance in which a black
man has won an election.
William S. Hart, Democrat,
was elected the first Negro mayor
of a major New Jersey municipality
— East Orange. Lucka J. Twyman,
Republican, became Kentucky's first
Negro to be elected mayor, win-
ning the post in Glascow, a pre-
dominately white town.
The mood of the American
electorate Is perceptibly changing.
It Is changing because white peo-
ple are now conscious of the grow-
ing strength of the politically-mind-
ed blacks. It is the consolidation of
the black vote which is directly
responsible for the rising tide of
black power in the political arena.
Urban Rehabilitation
The recent shift of presiden-
tial adviser Arthur F. Burns to the
chairmanship of the Federal Re-
serve Board has baffled many of
the pompous prognosticators who
are still in the dark about Dr.
Burns' successor at the White
House as counselor with a Cabi-
net rank.
The talks about that simmer
around Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
presidential expert on Urban Af-
fairs. This move would indicate the
Administration's increased concern
with domestic problems, specifical-
ly the troubles of the cities and
their handicapped residents.
The Urban Affairs Council, of
which Dr. Moynihan is secretary,
could be boosted to a standing equal
with the National Security Council
which under Dr. ,Henry Kissinger
provides instant White House ad-
vice and policy on foreign affairs .
But apart from the usual
Washington speculation when im-
portant changes are in the making,
it should be noted that a high-
level advisory group has recom-
mended that President Nixon give
the Urban Affairs Council a wider
sphere of authority, staff in greater
depth, and a broad mandate to de-
sign what might be termed the
nation's overall "urban strategy."
The President's Advisory Coun-
cil On Executive Organization, has
made several recommendations for
improving the decision-making ap-
paratus which surrounds the Presi-
dent. Its proposals regarding urban
affairs would enable urban pro-
grams to be developed more
vigorously, and along lines recom-
mended by Dr. Moynihan. This up-
grading would make for more ef-
fective urban rehabilitation and
would do away with that
multiplicity of competing and ill-
coordinated programs which proli-
ferated in the legislative rush of
the Johnson years.
'THE BIG PARADE




My learned Nigerian friend, Dr. S. 0. Onabanjo,
whom I first met in Lagos and who is now studying
here, is intrigued by the current interest in nudity
and the cultural changes in our society.
Last week he wrote me from Cambridge where
he has been discussing the subject of nudity with
several Harvard professors. He wrote:
"I remember in 1959 how you re-
acted when you saw for the first time
naked men and women in the bush
country in Nigeria. You remarked also
about those grown in en urinating
openly with no sense of indecency on
the roads around Lagos.
"Well, it is my turn to talk about
your naked Americans. In the first
place your climate may stop you from
developing a naked society. Those skin-
ny women who seem to love to display their gifts on
your stages and at those avant garde private parties
do not seem to be adequately endowed by nature. The I
naked men I have seen in your thater do not appear
very masculine by our standards.
"Nudity here in America is a performance where-
as in our bush country it is, among some tribes, a
way of life. Of course you know that sex is far more
mysterious and complicated in your culture than it is
in ours.
"It is ironical to reflect how your msisionaries
valiantly sought to put clothes on our naked citizens
and now you Americans seem to determined to de-
velop a naked society of your own.
"Concurrent with your growing interest in nudity
is the growing interest in black magic, astrology and
witchcraft. In your colleges which have been so dedi
cated to the sciences, I have been amazed to discover
the popularity of occult games and the interest in
fortune tellers. I remember how shocked you were
when you were told that Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana
carried charms and amulets in the hollow of his fis•
mous walking stick. Well, some of these Harvard pro-4
fessors seem to be even more superstitious.
"It has been traditional to attribute a belief in
the supernatural to the ignorant who knew no better4
Today your most enlightened Americans are seeming-4
ly attracted to the occult sciences. The blacks are noti
the only ones buying dream books and rabbit feet
Indeed, some American fortune tellers are getting
rich off their syndicated predictions and prophecies
which appear in your important journals.
"The rise of nudity and witchcraft in your so-
phisticated, super-civilized society is a fascinating
cultural development. It has become trite to say that
you are living n a sick society. Out of this sicknesst
has come many odd pathological manifestations. t
"Consider for example the interest in drugs, LSD,j
narcotics, and anything that induces hallucinations. r
understand that there are new statistics on the nisei
of marijuana which indicate that the habit has be-
some so widespreaed that it is no longer humanlyi
possible to control it. Indeed, one of the Harvard pro-
fessors, who refuses to get out of bed when his astro-i
logical chart indicates that he may have a bad day,i
is writing a book on what he calls the new American'
'drug culture.
Still another interesting facet of your culture is
the rising demand for greater tolerance of homosex-)
uals and lesbians. The gay Americans are coming out
into the public arena demanding a change in sex laws
and suits have been filed against governmental agen-
cies that have sought to fire the queers on the grounds'
that they are security risks. I would not be surprise4
to see gay protest marches like those civil rights
marches on the streets of your major cities.
"Incidentally, I was intrigued by Vice President,
Agnew's description of some of the anti-war demon-'
strators. In a recent speech he called them 'eunuchs."
"The impact of the 'pill' on your sexual codes
seems to be opening the door to public acceptance ofi
pre-marital mating. It is interesting to note also thati
some of your Catholic priests and nuns are kicking;
over the celibacy traces of the Mother Church.
"Indeed, as I review these new cultural develop-0,
merits, it becomes abundantly clear that you not only
have a civil rights revolution but you now face a vasti
cultural revolution in America. I wonder what We'
future holds.
"I fear that the day may come when your typical
American may be found running around naked.'ful
LSD, frightened over some broken mirror and sex.:
ually confused. He will have been born out of wedlock;
the love child of a bearded black militant separatist
and his white girl friend.
"When I suggested this possibility to one of the
professors here, he took it vary unkindly. I had to re-.














What Will They Do Next?
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
The President invited it. He assum-
ed the role of the Supreme Court. He
, wanted Mississippi to have more time.
He spoke of two extremes — those who
want instant integration and those who
want segregation.. forever, world with-














influence. It was largely on Mr. Nixon's
wish that a New Orlean Federal Court
ruled to give Mississippi more time. As
a lawyer, Mr. Nixon should have known
better than stick his mouth in the
Court's business. Evidently he wanted to
please the southern boys — it is called
the southern strategy. It must also mean
that Mr. Nixon is not too keen on dese-
gregation.
The segregationist, argue that the
new ruling .of the Supreme Court that
we' do away with the dual school sys-
tems immediately will cause chas and
confusion. In many places, this will be
true. Those who are dragging their feet
now on undualing the school systems,
are the same people who raised a rough
house in 1954. For fifteen years, they
have been dragging their feet. Feet drag-






If it had been left to the Nixon Ad-
ministration, many schools now in the
process of desegregating the schools
would have turned the clock back. Attor-
ney Greenberg was so right when he
said it was no longer segregation for-
ever but litagation forever.
As one might expect, Governor
Maddox of Georgia is terribly upset. He
says that the Supreme Court's sweep-
ing school desegregation decision "will
create a hell hole" of education in Geor-
gia and in the Nation. Governor Mad-
dox predicts that education will deterior-
ate in the years ahead because parents
"will not vote for needed school bond
issues." Of course men like Lester Mad-
dox, Strom Thurmond, and others like
them are largely responsible for the slow
pace of desegregation. If chaos is to
follow the new ruling — let it be. The
sooner the better. Better now than fif-
teen years from now. If chaos comes
now, it will soon be over and we can get
on with the business of educating our
children.
I wish I could believe that the
parents would fall in line now and that
the politicians would stop stirring up
the people. If people in high places had
spoken up, the problem of integration
would have been settled ten or more
years ago. There will still be road
blocks. Segregationists will, scheme and
try new tricks. White people will con-
tinue to run to suburbia to keep their
children from going to school with
blacks. Look for more scheming and
evasion. Let us hope that the segrega-
tionists will soon run out of tricks.
means we do not intend to desegre-
Point Of View
SPLIT LEADERSHIP
There are many reasons why
it is deplorable that there is a
public split in black leadership
in Memphis. . . or anywhere
for that matter. Of cJurse, it
is understandable when people
disagree. That seems to be the
way of human beings in groups.
But in the case of Negroes
with their multiplicity of com-
plex problems. . . aggravated
by a largely disdainful white
majority in the United States
. . . a united front is of the es-
sence. if the group is to make
progress toward desired and ne-
cessary goals.
As of observed, disagree-
ments will inevitably occu r.
But they shouldn't be advertis-
ed to the opponent. At least,
that is a tactic which even
President Nixon supports.
He has made it clear that he
regards the moratorium tac-
tics of those who are opposed
to the Vietnam War, as an an-
nouncement to the Viet Cong
enemy that Americans are
seriously split among them-
selves about the conduct of the
war. Not only that, the Presi-
dent and others have voiced
the view that the moratorium
tactics only lend aid and com-
fort to the enemy. They lead
the enemy to conclude that all
he has to do is wait, and his
American opponent will "fall
like an over-ripe apple right
into his basket."
Obviously, that is a logical
conclusion for opponents of
black progress to draw in the
face of last week's announced
open split among people regard-
ed as the black protest leader-
ship of Memphis. Many white
opponents of black progress in
Memphis no doubt are comfort-
ed by the split in the ranks of
the so-widely publicized black
leadership. . . and are no doubt
prepared to wait for announced
black aims to be defeated.
Unfortunately, too often the
democratic process collapses
in the top echelons of leader-
ship, because so many people
. . . leaders included. . . can't
bear to be opposed in their
views. When anybody in the
ranks or in the top brackets
disagrees with them their first
recourse is to yell, "Shut up."
Or else, they will begin calling
names and waking detrimental
accusations and charges. Or,
many will desert the "army"
and start a guerrilla splinter
action.
It's bad that in the black
struggle for racial progress,
the traditions of the slave era
are still being applied. During
the days of slavery the masters
earl / mastered the technique
of divide and rule in control
ling their slaves. It worked.
That's why a hundred vio-
lent slave uprisings were easi-
ly crushed. . . and why the Ne-
gro didn't rise up violently
while the Civil War was going
on. The blacks couldn't stick
together. . .
In the current Memphis situ-
ation, there are several facets
of the so-called "Black Coali-
tion" that might well be exam-
ined. It is not believed that
there is a "power struggle" as
the white press so gleefully an-
nounces. It is a "tactic strug-
gle."
Obviously the majority of
black people go along with the
NAACP leaders who are seek-
ing some point of mediation
and concession. They are op-
posed by the militants. . .more
extreme militants. . . for all
black people are militants. . .
one way or another. . . some
more easily seen than others.
The NAACP approach. . . the
traditional one of "charge, ar-
gument, pressure, compro-
mise" is more understandable,
reasonable, and acceptable to
the majority of black Ameri-
cans. The extremists who de-
mand "What we want "NOW"
. . . sound toughly good. . .but
lon't make common sense to
black realists. . . who go fur-
ther than "telling it like it is"
. . . but also "See it like it is"
. . . now, whatchubet!
• • ...lb.. • • • ••
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VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS — Eighth and ninth grade vol-
leyball teams from Corry Junior High School won first place
Ii their respective divisions when they played against win-
sera from county and parochial schools at the Memphis
State University Invitational Tournament recently. Ninth
traders seen here are, kneeling from left„ Linda Herron,
Ernestine Pruitt, Valeria Gambel, Dorothy Jones and Linda
Young. Standing, same order, are Mrs. Lillie Williamson,
coach; Gwendolyn Martin, N'elma Wooten, Linda Everett,
Marion Nolan, Gloria Batts, Willie Jean Hayes and Barbara
Jamerson.




This way you'll immediately find out why, in a marketplace of almost
infinite choice, it is definitely Soft Whiskey vs. the rest.
•
(Dial your lovin' phone calls
when long distance rates are low...










RAY CHAPMAN Grambling, has won national
!Negro football and NAIA na-
tional basketball championships
while performing in Madison
, Square Garden, Yankee Stadi-
um, the Astrodome, and the
!Rose, Sugar and Orange Bowls.
all against insuperable odds,
During this fantastic cycle,
ex-Tiger stalwarts have cavort-
ed' individually in the World
Series; All-Star football games,
National Basketball Association
MINNEAPOLIS — Ray and American Basketball Lea -
Chapman of Memphis got his gue All-Start tilts; ABL and
first opportunity to performNBA championships: American





7 as the Universtty of, all-star games; American, Ca-
Minnesota freshman footballInadian and National Footballt
team beat the Iowa freshmen!
21-14.
A 1969 graduate of B.T. Wash-
ington High School, Chapman
is playing offensive halfback
for Coach Wally Johnson.
Normally the freshmen an
60 UB Students 
relegated to daily practice ses-
sions to learn the Gopher sys-
tern in preparation for their
•Parents of the 60 high school
students participating in the
Upward Bound Project at Le-
Moyne-Owen College are be-
coming involved in the pro-
gram.
They are holding monthly
sessions on the campus offer-
ing ideas and suggestions to
Jurors and counselors who are
helping prepare the 60 young-
sters for college.
Willie E. Johnson, direCtor of
the project, said the parents'
first year of eligibility as
sophomores. The game will!
be the only one this season.
Coach Johnson, in evaluating'
ing Chapman's performance,
said "He's done well for us so
far. Of course we recruited
him because we thought he
could do the job."
will appear with their children
next month in a Christmas pro-
gram. Mrs. Laura Harris is
chairman of the parents' group.
ED EXTRA MONE
We specialize in a money raising plan
for churches, schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy, handsome profit.
Independent Candy Co.
25-4 Vance i..41.4.- .
V6 2864
No mouse ever scared an elephant by
punching him in the trunk. All the mouse has
to do is let the elephant see him. Today, I feel
a little bit like the mouse. I have a job to do,
and I have to overcome an elephant before I
can do it. The job: to prove to myself and to
the world that a black skin does not have to be
a handicap. The elephant is that group of peo-
ple who consider any black man who works and
strives for success as a "tom",or an "oreo"!
In school, I recall my classmates letting me
have a chorus of "Old Black Joe" when they
wanted to make their point. Meeting them after
school and exchanging knuckles very often
changed their profiles, but it didn't change
their thinking. Well, name-calling didn't hurt
me then. And it certainly isn't hurting me now.
After all, was Peter Salem a "torn" because
he fought at Bunker Hill? Is Garrett Morgan
a "torn" because he thought enough of human
life to develop the traffic light and gas mask?
Is Jackie Robinson a "torn" because he accepted
the challenge to integrate modern professional
baseball? And is Carl Stokes an "oreo" because
he is mayor of a city made up of a predomi-
nately white population? Of course not!
And so, to black youth everywhere, I say:
you are not selling out if you do your thing to
prove that given the opportunity, black people
can perform. Now's the time to stand up and







GRAMBLING, La. — Athletic League championships; All-tying the individual 200-meter
squads at Grambling College Star Baseball games; NIA dash record.
have reached lofty pedestals in: baseball world series: the: Four ex-Tigers are providing
blAketball. baseball, football World's Basketball tournament, additional stature by serving
and track while turning out and two Olympics. as captains of .professional
superb individual stars over the Grambling stars have also teams. They are Willie Davis,
years. won coveted individual and Green Bay Packers; Willie
The story of Grambling's relay laurels in NCAA and,Brown, Oaland Raiders; Buck
NMI track and field champion. Buchanan, Kansas City Chiefs;ascendancy is so preposterous!
that it sounds exaggerated. ships while stablishing one and Willie Reed, New York
, Tiger teams have attained world 440 Yar( relay mark and'Knickerbockers.
a level of significance that is -
4 Ismail college. 
supposedly untouchable for a 
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248 Vance Ave. IA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Metre, What You Ask he And
Creates Whet You Think or
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
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DEFENDER SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1989
OPEN ROUSE — Marisa Barry, left,
Frtoe's Dirseter of Operations, greets
guests on the occasion of organisation's sec-
ond anniversary open house at the Pride
Headqaarters. At center is Vice Chairman
Sterling Tucker, D.C. City Connell and Na.
tional Urban League Official and Calvin





WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Black producers of black tele-
vision shows across the country
met in Washington this week-
end to discuss an organized
approach in dealing with the
"urgent problems" confronting
black-produced television shows.
A major concern of the black
producers was, in their words,
"a trend by various television
stations to cut back funding of
Mack shows."
vision personnel from par-
ticipating on shows other
than house "black shows",
Inadequate press protnotioos
of black shows:
.Lack of involvement of
black producers in decisions
relating to black shows, and
.Upgrading the importance
and expanding the program-
ming of black shows.
Another area of concern listed I
by the black producers was the
Greaves, who is executive pro.
ducer of NET's -Black Journ-
al".
The black producers indicat-
ed that they would confront the
National Association of Educa-
tional Broadcasters convention,
now in progress at the Shera-
ton-Park Hotel, with their con-
cerns.
Among the, black producers
participating in the two-day




Other concerns discussed by $36 million appropriation bill ard University were: Lionel
Le black producers included: for public television now pond- Monagas, executive producer
Black shows being produced lag before the Congress. .of "New Mood New Breed" in
on sufficient budgets; "We are concerned because a Philadelphia; Walter Brooks,
.Inadequate training pro- portion o f these government executive producer of "Urban,
grams for black Production funds are from black tax dollars 30" in Baltimore; Kenneth'
and technical personnel; , and we want to be certain these Corp-rew, associate producer of
.Prevention of black tele-ifunds do not go to stations'Urban 30"; Ralph Proctor,
with racially discriminatory executive producer of "Black
policies and practices," said Horizons" in Pittsburgh, and
the acting spokesman for the ames McDonald, associate pro-



















I SL EY BROTHERS
BLACK COWBOY
AN An original history
An original history—poster
In color and FREE!
SEPIA The Action Magezin•I
December issue on newstanels
Linda Faye Mayes Wed
To Roosevelt Myers
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. —
Mrs. S. T. Henley of Fayette-
ville, president, Southeastern
District of the North Carolina
Federation of Women's Clubs,
has been named district chair-
man of the Dobbs School For
Girls Chapel Project, M r s.
Rachel Davis, announced.
Mrs Henley will coordinate
the day-to-day activities for
twenty counties and these in-
clude Anson, Bladen, Bruns-
wick, C a r teret, Columbus,
Cumberland, Duplin, Harnett
Hoke, Jones, Lee, Moore,
Montgomery, New Hanover,
Onslow, Pander, Richmond,
Robeson, Scotland and Samp-
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Thom- daughter, Miss Linda Faye
as of 2230 Derby Pl. announce: Mayes, to Roosevelt Myers
the marriage of their grand-
Wilson of 1706 Kendale ave.
The Rev. N. Charles Thomas,
presiding elder of the South
Memphis District, officiated.
' Following the marriage, a re-
ception was held and relatives
, and friends were on hand to
wish the newlyweds well.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. Henryne Mayes of 1516
,Netherwood and the late
1 Mr. Roger Lee Mayes.
The groom is the son of Mrs
Lula Mae Myers of 858 Balti-
more and Walter H. Myers
The bride is a 1969 graduate
lof Melrose High School, from
which her husband was grad-
uated in 1967.
The new Mrs. Myers had
been living with her grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas.
Mr. Myers is the grandson of!
Mrs. Arzenia Standard.
Miss Ruby Parker was the
maid of honor and only atten-
dant of the bride
Tommy King. Jr., was his
brother's best man.
The bride wore a long white
gown of organza, the bodice
covered with silver sequins.
Her headpiece was white lace,
shoulder length, and fell from






es Eamngs. Rings. Neck
laces. Bangles. Incense.
Caftans, Cards. etc.--Afr-
ca, India Mideast EARN
EXTRA MONEY sell to
friends at home & at work
Catalog 75c. Donald P




You can earn $10,000 or more your
first year representing the fastest-
growing manufacturer in the Negro
hair care market!
Move in.. Move up! Represent the fastest
growing manufacturer of nationally advertised
producfs for the Negro hair core market.
Up to $9,000 guaranteed salary your first
year.,. plus incentive pay and full fringe
benefit program!
Travel involved. Car desirable but not
required. Al! working expenses paid. Ambition
and career-mindedness more important than
previous selling experience.
Send letter and/or resume before
November 25th to: OPPORTUNITY, BOX TSD-10
An equal opportunily employer.
Tri-State DEFENDER
Chairman of the overall drive
to obtain $200,000 is Mrs. Rob-
ert B. Morgan, wife of the at-'
terneY general. Business, indus-
try, churches, and civic groups,
as well as house-to-house solici-
tation will be included in the
effort.
Dobbs School For Girls, a
project of the North Carolina
Department of Juvenile
Correction has 220 students. It
has never had a chapel for
worship purposes. The chapel
campaign is a joint effort Of
the advisory body of the Board
of Juvenile Correction and the
North Carolina Federation of
Negro Women's Chibs.
MR. & MU N. IL MACHLINS
Maclins Are Honored
On 50th Anniversary
The Nathaniel H. Martini flanked the three-tiered wedd-
Sr, borne near Mason was filled hag cake topped with three
recently with guests bearing golden wedding bells and a
gifts honoring the couple on golden "SO."
their golden anniversary. , Arrangements of yellow
mums in silver bowls were
Planning the fete were the
placed on the piano, coffee
Mediu of Memphis, Mrs. Earl table and at other vantage
Rice and Mr. Rice of Browns- points throughout the home.
ville, Mrs. Viessa Bonds, Mrs Among those attending were
Gala Pettigrew, Lawrence Mac- 'It,' & Mrs. B. Currie, Mrs
. lin, Theoplis Maclin and Chest- r'L. Claybon, and Mrs. Lavern• er Macho of Gary, Ind., and
Ar Mrs. Fannie 
Bern
Mrs. Arthur Overall and Mr. rnstr"g'ard and Mrs. Lucy Porter, Mr
Overall of Nashville. & Mrs. Charlie Whitmore of,
1 Mrs. Bonds brought the, mason Mr. Si Mrs. Chester I
honoree's corsage from India-, 'Johnson and Miss Adell Mid-'
na. Made at white carnations ' dlebrooks of Memphis, Robert
tied with gold ribbon, it was Maclin of Gary, Ind.,- Jack
placed on the honoree's should-, macun, Willie Marlin, and
er. Mrs. Maclin was attired in, Mrs. Mary Maclin and Mr. &
a pink dress with pleated' Mrs. James Coleman of Mil-
skirt. lington, Mr. & Mrs. Howard
The dining room table was Walker of Somerville.
overlaid with a white crochet- jEnjoying this special oc-
ed tablecloth over gold. Gold casion also were several of.
rope candles in silver holders the grandchildren. ,
PLANS WEDDING — Miss Shirley Ann Duncan will be.
come the bride of James Berry Conley, Jr., in a ceremony
at the Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church on Sunday, Nov. 23.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Aldolph Duncan.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds
MAYOR WASHINGTON OK' S "MARCH AGAINST
DEATH" — Deputy Attorney General Richard Kleindienst
points to a reporter daring a news conference at which he
and District of Columbia Mayor Walter Washington an-
nounced that agreement had been reached for a parade
route for the planned antiwar rally. Klehsdienst said the
New Mobilization Committee to End the War in Viet-
nam (New 1Wobe) gave assurances of a nonviolent demon-





-NO PLACE TO SMALL OR LARGE"
All types of cleaning.
Floor Cleaned 11,1axed $5.00 up
"WE CLEAN UP MORE HOMES THAN BEULAH OR HAZEL"
2744114
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS
2 Blocks-Down IIIW is
National Baptist Hotel-Bath House
0 WM a Operated By
Naiional Ba1t iii Conventiolt.1
italth & Pleasure mart.
Ihir Hotel a thr epitome of luxurious eottilort and elegant living with "Ever -
thing under one roof". 96 Rooms and luxury suites with down to earth rates
Air-conditioning. Cokired Televisirm, Radio. 24 how Telephone Serviee, Dining
Room. Beauty Shop and Free Parking. Bath llonsi••viniler the regulations of (hr
United Slates Covernments. For information and re:wry:16.ms %rite or Call 
National llotel-liath House- 501 11alvern Avenue Tehilione 62:14384s4
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1181111111116-NO,SETT11111- FITS ALL SIZES
These Wigs ore th• Wash and Wear by "Nes-Cleir"
also see sin wide WWII. .1 100% HUMAN NAIR 00005
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
Special Clearance Sale
Italian Cut Win only $10'5
10'5Curly Stretch (all over) Wig
BANK AMERICARD LAY-AWAY MASTER CHARGE
Expert Styling $3.50'
"r,h
IKATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1969
alb & You Streets. NW, in IIP-town Wash-
houses the offices of Executive Di-
ate, Administrative staff and training




A former athlete at Carver
1High School has become a
big asset to the Memphis State
University football staff as an
aide in the school's recruiting
efforts.
Cato Johnson, a 22-year-old
MSU senior, has made himself
a familiar figure on Memphis'
high school campuses in behalf
of coach Billy Murphy and
the Tiger athletic program.
Mr. Johnson has been a part
of the MSU recruiting picture
the past year and a half, and
already his efforts are paying
off. He helped bring Manassas
High School's great sprinter
Raymond Peters to MSU on a CATO JOHNAON
track scholarship; he helped
recruit Stan Davis from Manas- department's Community re-
sas, and Davis now is one of
the leading ground gainers
for the Tiger football team;
and he helped persuade Gerald
Tinker and Mike Clark, out-
standing f r eshman football
Prospects from Coral Gables,
Fla., to cast their lots with the
Tigers.
"If it's a Memphis athlete
coach Murphy is interested in
recruiting, I try to sell therfl
on the idea that this is their
home and people in Memphis
don't forget their athletes,"
Johnson says. "I tell them they
have a chance to be the first
great black athlete in the city
of Memphis.
a the dudes went about 
"When Tinker visited here, he
asked me if he would get a fair
Things happen at lath and You:ing-hand, useful involvement their clean-up mission. Also deal at Memphis State since
Streets, N.W., in Washington, we had never had an inte-Hind something to look to with impressed with the achieve-
D.P., where participants in ' pride. meats of Pride's first month'
s grated football team. I told
Youth Pride, Inc., "dudes and Pride was determined to operation, 
the U.S. Labor.' De-
briis" have in two years re- reach the lad who had grown partment in 
September, 1967, 
him yes, and he got the same
answers from members of the
corded commendable success up on "the streets"—the drop-
In • a hardcore training pro- out, the hustler, the junkie. So
gram, the results of which have the organization had gone to
been significantly felt in the the ghetto to recruit its clean-
hijar-citY of the Nation's Capi- up crews, and, as a conse-
quence, to assist in the re-
all started two years ago, habilitation of a needy element
this past August, when Pride of the city's population.
wa granted a U.S. Department Records show that 90% of
of—Labor contract of $300,000 Pride's trainee-enrollment is
to-- launch a community-clean- comprised of high school drop-
uir project and a rat eontrol outs. Ninety percent of the en-
program. rollees have multiple jail rec-
In a matter of a few days, ords showing an average of
the organization's small leader- four years in prison with some
ship of imaginative and of the fellows having spent as
creative innovators and capable many as fifteen years behind
soeial planners had recruited bars.
from the streets of Washington These men were put into jobs
upwards of 1,000 teenage and and positions of responsibility.
young adult males, who were Despite the fact that Pride
given the task of cleaning up leaders expected that they
sections of the city and Chili- would have problems, the ex-
nating the undesirable rodent periment seemed to have been
population. of significant success. After all,
Possibly of greater impor- Pride was dealing with 
men staff director for the District nessee. A key spokesman for
many of whom had hen host. of Columbia's Office of Com-
tance than the clean-up job 
Pride, he got involved in the
done by the Pride "dudes" I. ling all of their lives, lived 
tnunity Renewal, served as the I civil rights movement in 1960,
the fact that the organization amid extreme violence and 
unsalaried head of the Pride served with SNCC in New York 
in 1964.65. 
came to Washingtondirectorate. Mary Treadwel1,1
"Girl Friday of the dudes at in 1966 and became involved
16th and You," is executive di insuch projects as the bus boy-
rector for Program Planning, cott and the Free, D.C. move-
and Marion Barry is executive merit.
director for Operations. 1 The Harvey-Treadwell-Barry
A native of Kentucky, Mrs. Iteam have surrounded itself I
Treadwell is a graduate of' with a group of staffers who;
Ohio State University who prior are completely devoted to pro-
to becoming a designer of Pride grams and projects of the
had been active in community learn-and-work o r g anizatMn.
Black Students Association
at Memphis State."
Mr. Cato, a former program
director for the city's Youth
Guidance C o mmission and
who has worked with the police
and train in this building-2o staffers and
professionals and 90 Job trainees. The facili-
t is on an annual basis.
Inner-City Training Program
Shows Success After Two Years
WASHINGTON, D.
had performed a needed serv-
ice to the "dudes" them-
selves. For the first time, on a
significant level, some tangible
thought and planned considera-
tion was afforded those who
desperately s o ught self-re-
I assurance and desired help-
alienation and void of any
sense of discipline or positive
attitude towards good work
habits.
The District of Columbia
community was generous in its

















awarded the organization a
$2.1-million contract for job-
training, business development
and related services—health, le-
gal and continuing education,
etc.
All but a very few of the
founding leaders are still a part
of the dudes-brass leadershipl
of Pride, a few of whom exceed
thirty years of age. The current
chairman, Wiston Staton, age
41, is one of the older dudes.
He heads a board of directors
which consists of both enrollees
and professionals, while serving
as Pride's headquarters super-
visor.
Pride's three key archi-
tects remained together until
quite recently when the organi-
zation's executive director,
Carroll Harvey, accepted a
municipal post in Gary, Indi-
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Outstanding opportunity tor married
couple -minimum capital required.
No Food Experience Necessity
HUCKLEBERRY FINN FISH SYSTEM
1395 MADISON AVENUE 31104
21178-15MILmm
'Awns Bureau, had some 
prob-,Its an old (resterWms to overcome early in,
his recruiting venture.
athlete
at first," Johnson says, "but kind of season.ed to recruit a black 
"The community at large
didn't believe we really want-
that view is changing now.
We're getting more support
from the high schools now."
According to Murphy, "Cato
has been a tremendous help
to us in getting our message
to the black athletes in this
community. We are looking
for the best athletes, and Cato
is making an effort to see that
we get some of them."
Mr. Johnson ran track two
years at Carver, competing on
the 440, 880 and sprint medley
teams. He maintains a 2.5
grade point average in health
and physical education at MSU,
will graduate in February and
plans to continue as a graduate
student i n g uidance and
counseling.
Mr. Cato lives at 1899 Blair
Hunt Drive.
action programs in the District
of C o lumbia. She helped
to organize Washington blacks
in PUSH, Inc., an effort against
slum housing and other commu-
nity ills, the Citizens Committee
for a Lower Bus Fare, and the
Citizens Committee for Equal
Justice.
Mr. Barry is a product of
Ittabena, Miss., who grew up
in Memphis, Tenn., where he
graduated from LeMoyne Col-
lege with a B.S. in chemistry.
he took his masters in chem-
istry at Fisk University in
Nashville and studied further
at the University of Ten-
• HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
111111 NU PLACES TO GET-

















161 • Card Table
You Get This Table Free After You Have Purchased
A Total Of 4 Folding Chairs at $4.99
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last chance.
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At 86 or 100 proof. "There is nothing better in the market."
ANDERSON KING WINS $299.79
ON WMC RADIO'S FORTUNE FONE
Anderson King, 289 N. Manassas, receives his FORTUNE FONE
check for $299.79 from WMC Radio's Bob Campbell. It pays
to listen to WMC Radio 79... where the winners are!


















play, 'tis said, which
Z- obviously bodes ill for the
- turkey-hunter at rig h t.
Will or will not this unex-
pected setback interfere
with our friend's quest for
a bird? Who lmows? What
is known, however, is that
turkeys abound in the hunt-
er's vicinity-some 15 birds
- are present in the scene.
Just for fun, see how quick-
ly you can find them.
Time: Three minutes.
Nail This Down?
A CARPENTER bought aquantity of nails for a Joh.
There were three kinds togeth-
er weighing 24 pounds. The
tenpenny and sixpenny nails
weighed just double the two-
penny, while the sixpenny and
twopenny weighed as much as
the tenpenny. What was the
quantity, by weight, of each
kind of nails'!
'tpunod
. pOls 'Isnuedo.al 'spanod 2110,1 A1111011
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Wil0 Susy running tois gree t in the diagram
above? To find out, simply
draw a continuous line from dot
1 to dot 2 to dot 3, etc.
di Before you begin, take a
guess at the answer. Hint: It.
an animal with a fuzzy coat
It's Swat and Low
411.•
• Mo.
WIl4 ref reahments a r.served, ask to nes three
empty cups. ritrolI them on the
table with a bowl of lump sug-
ar beside them. Now challenge
anyone to distribute 10 lumps
of sugar in the cups so that
there is an odd number of lumps
In every cup. How's it done?
lainp tam Joplin dna
puoaes sun weld wag/ la.rno etre
at •uo VII000,11 sq Tr1 asp 'dna Wu
*WI 111 •thEln1 L word :zetintell
STEP BY STEP
YOUNGSTER dawdling on
21. his way home ascended
the steps in front of his house
by the curious method of going
up four steps and coming down
three. When he finally reached
the top of the stairs, he had
mounted altogether 40 steps.
How many steps are there in
the flight"
Pencil and paper will help.
eel in idolsIt skr• 644111 :mummy
Fix-Second Count
ANSWER within five seconds:What is the difference be-
tween twice twenty-two and
twice two and twenty?
'ino3-A2ssa1 VT ustilo inn
'WO 364:1-13-10/ m 0110 sen•lips
SMART GALLERY e=:4
I "SE YOUR WITS and eyes I. find a singie error of tactual air
eiiimataaes Is both drawings above and in.. leek for six Attar-
arms IN &Ina Astsespas Italdbets A and S. &Anise is as in. rtikt.
PLA Y IT OUT
sal • 711111.9W
. 9 nal is
1111
ilif sip all
17 MIMI . 20
05 NW
MATHEMATICIANS h arecalculated that there are
more than sixteen trillion pos-
sible different logical sequences
of moves on a checkerboard in
ordinary play. You can't have
seen them all, and here's a se-
quence you've probably never
seen. White moves first, up-
board, wins in seven moves.
The solution is below.
'201DIA •WIttitfla 6I--SZ 'IT-1
dn-PulAr InI,L 95 01 OE110 A 001 irmcm •Lz 02 In SWIM(' !DT/
're 01 gE 'mow alms!, •ItT 01 6 sduint
•auqg ',T 01 gt 1102.002 emu& -fury/▪ JOJ Et en gy 02 91 sdund •Duni
IT 01 Et 10.10122 0111.1M :11•11210S
Firm, Jet Se4 Yet
C EE how quickly you can
J Identify the subject or sub-
jects of the following poem.
We are airy little creatures.
All have different forms and
features:
One of us in glees is set,
Another you will find in Jet,
A third, lees bright is set in
n.
A fourth a shiny box within,
And the fifth if you pursue,
It will never fly from you.
Clue: They're a bunch of well-
read little devils.





r SCORE Astrike above,
cross out correct
numerical an-










5. Of the  
U.S. states, a to-
tal of - begin
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How Were They Shot?
A LL BUT one member of an athletic team faced
11. a press photographer's camera for a group
shot at training camp. Their uniforms bore the
identifying numbers 1, 2, S, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9. Then
the photographer divided them into two groups
and posed 5, 4, 9 and 1 together in one picture and
the other four men in another.
A bystander remarked that the 5, 4, 9, 1 group
was at a disadvantage. Their numbers together to-
taled only 19, while the 2, 3, 7 and 8 group had a
total of 20. The photographer thought about it a
minute, then got an idea. He formed the eight
players in two new groups of four each. This time
both groups' numbers had exactly the same totaL
How were the eight players arranged?
Remember, all but one member-No. 6-posed
P.S.: The answer is a bit tricky. No fair peek-
ing at it below.
11 10 Inol
• P•4 tiroq iqio• 9 201n03aq snip Viraq inq uo 211{
-pueni gem 6 aaotunu Ina 6 'E 'tç 5Tu0D•e• !ft Pat L '5 'Ip.uiu)oo.) dnoa 31.111 CLII os maiT1 Pauultns •14 :5•4•sf
Exercising Your I Q.
AS AN exercise of the L Q., see if you can figureout the correct answer to each of these brain-
teasers in one minute or less:
1. If Smith is stronger than Potter, but Potter is
as strong as O'Toole, then O'Toole is
A. as strong as SmiLii.
B. stronger than Smith.
C. not as strong as Smith.
D. stronger than Potter.
2. If Louis smokes less than Frank, and Clouds
smokes as muck a.* Louis and Charles smokes more
than Frank, then Claude smokes:
A. more than Charles.
B. less than Louis.
C. as much as Frank
D. less than Charles.
E110-1 s'sal-13 '5
wal.nrqo
Arntug VI 2110125 VI 1012-•-s • :
Trick Pen Writes All Colors
BORROW a ball point pen and offer to make itwrite any color, if someone says "Red," write
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L As dumb as
as-.
2. As quick as
a ---.
S. As greedy as
a
4. As proud as
a --.
S. As neat as a
S. As deaf as a
-„
t As stiff as a
---.
S. As brave as
a 
S. As silent as
a
10. As sweet as
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VETHAT surprise picture is hidden
TV 'midst the jumbled lines above?
It's fun to find out Simply color
various segments of the diagram
according to this key: 1-Yellow.
2-Red 3-Blue. 4-Orange. 5-
Green. 6-Lavender. 7-Black. 8-
Brown. A-Flesh.
Some idea of what the drawing is
DistrID•101 Ling Features lereichean•
all about may be gained by careful
scrutiny. But then again, you may
be deceived.
If more than one person is at
hand and wants to take part, dis-
tribute colors and apply them in
turn.
Paste finished picture to a sheet
of construction paper.
GREAT BOOKS X-WORD
ri8 English novelist and short storywriter, an exotic redhead. shocked and
amused a wide public during the Edward-
ian period with her daring prose. Among
her works were The Visits of Elizabeth,
Three Weeks, The Career of Katherine
Bush, Man and Maid. Six Days. By today's
standards, these stories seem tame- For her
roll name, see definition 17 across below.
By Eugene Sheffer
HOitiZOSivat
1-Father of Elam (Gen. 10:22)
5-The a famous poem by
William Blake.
10-Character in Dickens' David
Copperfield
14-A book of hours.
15-Old-womanish.
16--Jewish month.






26-Captain of Absalom's host
(II Sam. 17:25)



























1-Novel by Rider Haggard.
2-The -War; an allegory by
John Bunyan.
3-Famous canal in New York
State
4-Firstborn son of Joseph
(Gen. 41:51)
5-Small mountain lakes.







































31-Famous family of Cremona.
Italy
32-Force.
34-A novel by Mrs. Henry
Wooci.
39-  Whitman.









55---- of Triumph (Erich
Maria Remarque)
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CRYPTOGRAM: "vx ViBZX CNJK XZ YFVXC
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/DOZE REAPER
WHY DOES A
Cleaner LIKE 4 WOrk*-127.








QCORE 10 points for using all
0 letters in the word below to
form two complete words:
SEDIMENT
- - - - - - - -
pHEN score 2 points each for
all words of four letters or
mine found among the letters
Try to seore at least 66 points.
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111 Goal 'Nixon Saves Ships,
Is Black Lives Of Seafarers
Lawyers
In Philadelphia there is one
lawyer for about every 425 Per-
sons. However, for the black
community, it's worse — one
black lawyer to serve an esti-
mated 6,000 black citizens.
This is why the Temple Uni-
versity School of Law has been
working quietly for the past 15
months to cut these odds
through a highly effective pro-
gram of special recruitment,
admissions, tutorial and finan-
cial assistance.
This fall Temple has some
26 black and other disadvan-
taged students enrolled as a
result of the efforts of the
Special Awards Committee of
the Law School faculty, Dean
Ralph N. Norvell, Jr., re-
vealed.
The special committee, head-
ed by Professors Peter J.
liecouras and Joseph W. Mar-
stall, Jr., recruited from col-
leges, industry, and military
service.
Noting that the absence of
racial classification questions The
makes it difficult to accurately
estimate b 1 ack enrollment,
Liacouras said there were less
than a half dozen black stu-
dents enrolled in the Temple
Law School in the spring of
1968.
"Comparing the number of
black law students this fall at
Temple, with an estimated 85
to 100 black lawyers actively
practicing law in Philadel-
phia today, is a good idea
the success of the Temple pro-
gram," Liacouras said. "How-
ever, several hundred addition-
al black attorneys are needed
to properly serve the needs of
the black community in Phila-
delphia."
In addition to the 26 law stu-
dents at Temple this fall, five
more are eligible, but are on
leaves of absence granted by
the Law School. Three of them
are on medical or military
leave, with two returning to
classes in January, 1970. Two
others did int return this fall.
one perferring to try a career
in business, the other entering
social work.
Many of the black law stu-
dents were admitted to Temple
under a special admission plan.
that substituted an intensive
post-college, summer tutorial
study program for the nor-
mal levels of the Law School
Admission Test (LSAT).
The LSAT has traditionally
been used by law schools to
test the aptitude for legal
study. Many in legal education,
however, feel it is not approp-
riate for black students; that
it is most accurate in testing
white, middle or upper class
students.
In September 1968. students
were recruited from a series
of summer institutes run on a
nationwide basis by the Council
on Legal Education Opportuni-
ty, established by the coopera-
tive efforts of the Association
and the National Bar Associa-
tion.
When Temple's application to
operate one of the summer
CLEO insti'utes was turned
down in January 1969, the law
faculty asked the Special
Awards Committee to intensify
already existing efforts to de-
velop "our own experimental
summer program for students
who had done well in college
but did not/meet Temple's Law
School Admissiins Test mini-
mums."
Almost all of the 15 special
students admitted to the Lax%
School this fall are from within
the Philadelphia area, while
nearly all of the 14 who en-
rolled in September 1968 were
from outside the area. They
were recruited by the Special
Award Committee and liw
alumnus Judge Paul A. Dan-
dridge, who visited various
summer CLEO institutes last
year and local colleges this
year. These activities continue
to insure an uninterrupted flow
of black students to the Law
School.
As a further benefit. Temple
has remitted the tuition for
more than 20 of the students.
an investment in excess of 865,-
000 in tuition alone. In addition,
most needy students are provid-
ed with their books, supple-
mentary living allowances and
emergency needs from funds
given by alumni, business.
legal and other outside sources.
as well as interest-free loans
not due until after graduation.
The implementation of activi-
ties to maintain and expand,
these programs will require'
extensive financial support
from outside the University
An addtionnal $25,000 is need-
ed to fund next year's plan,
Dean Norvell and Liacouras
estimate.
Temple has also devised andl
implemented a program in.
which a small group of students
who did poorly last year will:
make up their course work In
the evenings, while working
at law-related jobs in the day.
If they do well this year, they
will continue as second year:
students in the day division in
September 1970.
some computers save money; lag simultaneously, mentally
John Nixon's computer sieves plotting their positions all the
lives, Chief Radioman Sohn while.
L. Nixon, 37, administers the When emergencies occur at
programming and operation of sea, Chief Nixon or one of the
the AMVER computer at the meo on watch ask the computer
U.S. Coast Guard base on Gov-*for the vessel that can provide
ernors Island in New York her—the most effective assistance.
bor. As Chief Nixon asks, "Re-
Program mere and watch- member the TITANIC disaster?
ganders under chief Nixon man They said another ship was
the computer around the clock, just over the horizon at the
every day of the year to aid' time and passed by without
their fellow seamen around the knowing that an emergency
world. existed.
As ships leave port they file With this system, we strive
a message with the Automated to be able to identify and con
Merchant Vessel Report (AM- tact ,the ship most able to help
VER) system telling the men Shipmasters like the system
on watch in New York the not only because it providescourse they'll take, the speed an extra margin of safety for
them should they require help,they'll make, when they eiveet but all seamen have a responsi-to arrive at their destinations,
and such vital in information 
bility to answer every call for
as whether or not there's a
doctor aboard and how and
when they can be contacted by
radio during their voyages.
This information is coded and
punched into data processing
cards at the AMVER center
and then immediately entered
the computer's memory. the computer is given the loca-
computer advances dead tion and asked for a "surface
assistance.
This system locates the near-
est and best qualified helper
and quickly releases those ships
that are not needed. Its effici-
ency puts help where it's need-
ed and prevents a lot of un-
needed diversions and delays."
When an emergency arises
picture." Depending upon the
type of assistance required,
the computer then goes into
its "chart room", computes tht
latest positions for all ships in
that general area and lists
them, in seconds, by their cur-
rent estimated positions.
GOVERNORS ISLAND, N.Y. feekoning postion of each of the The computer is programmed
— Most computers save time; thousands of snips it is follow- to give these in a number of
different forms such as "all
westbound ships within 50
miles", "any vessel with a
doctor within 100 miles", "an
eastbound vessel with a doctor












Popularity of the program
is indicated by its growth since
1958 when 4,800 voyages were
plotted. This year the ,numberl
- will exceed 100,000.
Chief Nixon says the AMVER
system has proved its worth
many times. He recalls that in
June 1968, for example, the I
411-foot Liberian cargo ship SS
NORTH AMERICA was aflame
in the Pacific, 630 miles south-
east of Honolulu. The Coast
Guard in Hawaii had heard the
SOS and knew that 24 men were
in the water.
They asked New York for in-
formation and within minutes
the AMVER computer listed
10 ships in the area. The
freighter SS SAINT PAUL was,
shown to be the closest to the
spot and radio contact was
writ
"•"`"'" I r
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. APTS. AND PLAZA... CLEVELAND, OHIO
soon established. A Coast Guard
plane also went to the scene to
help the SAINT PAUL locate
the 22 survivors who were pick-









This reierendum will allow a few of the rich to open as many bars as
they want and serve mixed drinks at more than five times the cost
It's a law for the rich and not the poor
Nashville's murder rate, after liquor by the drink, increased 22%, while
Memphis' murder rate increased only 3.9%
Nashville's assault rate, after liquor by the drink, was 2166% higher
than Memphis
The Nashville police report that traffic arrests increased ,from 72.322
to 132.053 after liquor by the drink
The liquor interests talk about sobs, tax income and fees. but they
don't talk about the costs of liquor consumption the costs of broken
homes. increased crime, increased automobile accidents increased
assaults. increased police protection and increased insurance rates
This law sets no limit on the number of outlets and no limit on the
on the number that an organization can own This means that
the establishment can build as many of these bars in our community
as they want
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To Goodwill Fund Charities
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BOB HICKS ("FAT MAN") -
10E-B-YOUNG (WHIZ KID'
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Sports Horizon keep the score down against
SCRAPPERS IN PLAYOFFS
The South Side Scrappers
used a 49-0 victory over Mes-
sick last week as a tune-up for
the state AAA championship
game slated for Murfreesboro
Friday night of this week_ The
Murfreesbern coaching staff
watched South Side score at
will against the injury-riddled
Panthers. •
Coach Rube Boyce, not want-
ing to risk injury to any of
his frontliners, played his start-
ers sparingly in the second
half. The visiting scouts from
Middle Tent_ essee were
impressed by the running of
Bernard Smith and Clifton Tay-
lor and the stout South Side de-
fense. The Scrappers' touch-
down twins helped South Side
amass 406 points and a 9-0-1
season record. The solid for-
ward wall and airtight secon-
dary have combined to hold 10
foes to only 52 points, most
of those tallies yielded in South
Side's first two games, were
hard fought battles with rank-
ed Nashville Pearl and Chris-
tian Brothers.
Murfreesboro Central beefed
up its squad this season when
Holloway, a predominantly
black school, was closed. This
writer was in Nashville over
the past week where observers
of both South Side and Mur-
freesboro revealed that the
two should put up quite a fight
before a champ is crowned.








Memphis team in the three
TSSAA championship tilts. The
winners of the semifinals in A,
AA and AAA divisions will
meet for the championships
next Friday. Sites for those
three games are expected to
be announced this week. Should
South Side survive the semi-
finals the Scrappers will meet
the winner of the Region 2 and
Region 1 game which has
Franklin County tackling Mor-
ristown East in Cookeville. The
officials used for the games'
will come from a different re-
gion than the teams participet-
ing. Brownsville is expected to D.C. after winning the kcham-
BLUES BOWL make a decision this week on pionship in the ABA last season
The annual Blues Bowl game playing in a bowl, as the Oakland Oaks.
is on tap for Saturday (today)
afternoon at 2:00 p.m. Lester
was picked last week to face
Melrose in this perennial yule-
tide charity event. Game selec-
tion chairman George Whitney
had a difficult time picking be-
Treadwell. The Eagles still
took a 40-0 licking from the
Orange Mounders.
Douglass finished with a 7-2-1,
one of the school's best cam-
paigns. The Red Devils copped The Nov. 28 clash between
their first football title a n d the Magicians of LeMoyne-
were hopeful of getting the slot Owen and the college's strong
opposite Melrose in the Blues -
It is not often that you can
go out and beat a top team
with both of your leading scor-
ers ailing. Coach Al Bianchi
must figure his Washington
ABA team has a bright future
after the Capitols edged the
New Orleans Bucs 101-99 last
Bowl. Douglass joins German-
town, (8-2) Mitchell, Frayser,
(7-3) Wooddale, (7-2-1) a n d
Whitehaven, (8-2) who are bowl
hunting.
CBHS is set for the Blind
Game Thanksgiving Day and
Hillcrest is the host team for
the Whitehaven Boosters Friday night in the Mid-South
Bowl Number one ranked Coliseum The Caps moved to
CAGE SEASON HERE
With some football competi-
tion still remaining prep and
collegiate cagers are waiting
in the wings to pull the cur-
tain on the 1969-70 season. The
Leldoyne-Owen Alumni Asso-
tween Lester, American League elation is busy working up in-
winner in the MIAA, and Doug- terest in the annual Alumni-
lass the Capitol League cham- Varsity clash set for Bruce
pion. The Red Devils became Hall Friday, November 28.
eligible when they downed Coach Jerry Johnson was
Catholic 18-6 last Thursday avoided some embarrassment
night in Crump Stadium. last season when the varsity
Lester had already qualified str.ged a last ditch rally to cor-
when the Lions took on stub- ral the ambitious grads. David
First Rick Barry, ttie ABA's
top scorer, injured his knee
early in the season. The scor-
ing slack was taken up some-
What by Warren Armstrong
who suffered an injury recent-
ly. Frank Card of South Caro-
lina State scored 21 to lead the
Caps to a thrilling victory be-
fore over 4,000 fans.
Many in the throng were
present to see former Memphis
State star Mike Butler, in his
second year with the Bucs.
Butler handled himself well
particularly as a ball handler
born Westside last week. The Gaines, one of L-O's most spec- while scoring 10 points. Mike's
Lions were upset 24-6 and will tscular performers, is expect- biggest barrier is a couple of
bring into the Blues Bowl a ed to play and possible Willie Jones boys, Jimmy and Steve.
Taylor, the big center who was Theseason mark of 8-2 compared pair carry the bulk of the
with an 8-1-1- chalked up by drafted after last season by Bucs' scoring load. Jimmy was
Philadelphia in the NBA.Melrose. The Golden Wildcats top man with 23 while Steve
had to call off the horses to BARRYLESS CAPS WIN poured in 14.
LeMoyne Cagers Face
Strong Alumni Squad
Alumni outfit is gaining city-
wide interest. Many sports-
minded fans believe this is the
year the Akumni just might
sock it to Jerry Johnson's var-
sity squad. They almost did it
last year.
Sharp-shooters Bill Meggett
and Sam Bachelor, who closed
out their four-year stints with
the Magicians last winter, are
expected to set the pace for
the Alumni. They'll get plenty
of help for James Sandridge,
Marion Brewer, Verties Sails,
Sam Parks, Willie Herenton,
David Gaines, James Cleaves
and possibly Willie Taylor.
Gaines, a former Harlem
Globe Trotter, and Cleaves are
coming down from Michigan
to give the Alumni additional
strength. Herenton is captain of
I the squad.
The game will be played at
8 p. m. in Bruce Hall under
sponsorship of the Memphis
Alumni Club of LeMoyne-Owen.
The Magicians open their
regular season on Monday
night, Dec. 1 against Tougaloo
College of Tougaloo, Miss, in
Bruce Hall. Other home dates
for the Magicians during the
month of December include
Lane, Dec. 4; Rust, Dec. 9;
Miles, Dec. 12, U. T. Martin
Dec. 20, and Alcorn, Dec. 23.
THE APPARENT generation gap
will disappear on the night of Nov. 28 when
the Magicians of LeMoyne-Owen meet
the college's strong Alumni basketball
"Electric cable heat
keeps even our tile floor
warm as toast:'
Mrs. Jones—"With five children from ages 7 to 14,
you need a heating system that will keep the
floors good and warm, because that's where
they'll be half the time—on the floor."
Mr. Jones—HVVith electric cables imbedded in
the floor or ceiling throughout the house, there
-are no cold spots or drafts or sudden blasts of hot






Mrs. Jones—"We've lived here three years and
the house still looks like new. That's how clean
electric heat is."
If you'd like to keep up with the. Joneses 4d
enjoy all the advantages of living electrically, Call
525-2552, extension 354. One of our heating spe-
cialists will tell you all about electric heat for your
home. Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division.
Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Jones and family, 4628 Collierville-Arlington Road
team in Bruce Hall. Interest in the game
is extremely high because the Alumni out-
fit packs tremendous power. Seated, left to
right; Willie Herenton, captain of the Alum-
ni squad; Jerry C. Johnson, the Magicians'
head coach, and Vertis Sails, a member d/
Alumni team. Standing, left to right: Willie
Tom Miles, president of the college's local
alumni club, and Edward Hoskins, an out-
standing performer for the Magicians.
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Grab This Opportunity to
EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY













EARr.1 S1 to SS
every week
in spare time
and Win Free Prizes—
if You Area Coy 12 ot Older Use This Cooper, Now
 'Print Nome. all Address Belo«. 
Tri-State Defender •
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.
Sonri mv first bundle of papers,
Name • ....-
Are Dote tem .....
in Care of 




11 I I IPlarwly Mere
downtime • union avesi
moutleland anoll
fashion specialists in sket






crisp and clean lined . . .
eoftly rolled collar, slimming
vertical twins detail, rhino-
/fon* accented peak& lobe
and self bolt . . . neachin•
wasitabla, no-Woo Oefon
acrylic bonded to acetate
tricot . • • doom cant w
light green.
MAIL ORDERS! add ?Se Poeta"
41/2% tax for Tennessee delivery.
•unxitt_.
STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN • 64 110. MAIN • 117.44•11
UNION AVL • 1911 UNION • 1744804
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Me!'
EIGHTH GRADE WINNERS — After taking top honors in
the city's District H Tournament, these eighth graders
from Corry Junior High School went on to win first place
in the Memphis State University Imitational Tournament.




Four coeds at LeMoyne-Owen
College are competing for the
campus title of Miss UNCF.
The student effort is part of the
annual United Negro College
Fund campaign due to get
underway in Memphis later
this month.
Competing for the title are
Miss Beverly Anne Jeffries.,
freshman, of 1392 Humber.
Miss Saron L. Pruitt, sopho.
more, of 720 Lucy;
Arvelia Edwards, junior,
1174 Patton, and Miss Christy
Faye Clark, senior, of 1767
Bigniark.
Winner of the student fund.
raising contest will appear in
the National Miss UNCF Pa-
geant scheduled for Fe.: '
6 in Detroit during the annual
conference of the NatiJnal,
Alumni Council of UNCF.'
Thirty-six predominAely Ne-
gro colleges and universities in










2 Lines  2 weeksi
Only sl  00/
Cali now
Jackson 6-8397
Cash-in on anything you






thy Little and Karen Lawson. Standing, same order, are
Beverly Sanders, Christine Talor, Patricia Howard, Cyn•
this Upshaw, June Smith and Mrs. Bernice McClanahan,
coach.
Beasleyjohnes-Ragland -Beasley - ones'
ZrNThe Quality Remains. . .
ng After The Price Is Forgotten,
to-umUar-u"
I You'll woof name brands for years
knowing they're the finest you can
buy from Beasley Jones Ragland
Fine hand craftmonshia. . rich
styling. • . luxurious leathers. . .
assures you instant and ever lost-
ing comfort-plus smart good looks
that' I I carry you through many
seasons.
4"•...P -seer -rd.




99 South Main Street
Memphis Tenn. 38103
Name ...41
rt Address  
0
daon City_ foc.1
WI ,,,,,i 141(41t-ttumn), itioler .t• ( harm
easley-fines7Ragland-Beaslyriones-Ra lan. .
$44"
PICTURE TUBES GUARANTEED 1 YEAR
30-DAY SPECIAL.




I Block & 
White ---$2.50 :





90 days on all work •
3 BLACK & WHITE CONSOLES FOR SALE 4995E11(G-4o
C&I
'WY WY OR RENT' WE CAN REPAJR YOUR SET. --- NO SET UNR EF'AI RABL E ---
RADIO & TV SERVICE 774-2146





TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD



















Sliced as Mixed Chops
CRISCO



























Liver Pork 3501lb Beef. 490 lb
Whole Fryers
Kroger's Fresh 290 ih
,DJMINO SUGArt 5 ito bac 1(
!with this Coupon and 55 00 additional
OM
owe 'purchase, excluding tobacco and ftesn
Or frozen milk liSiOducts Limit One
Good thru Tues. NOV 18






excluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk
products, and in addition to any OthOt
Purc hate requirements. Limit One
oatGoOd thru Tues., NOv 18
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gpi_. is seconds as mullions do with
J.Msay doatists recommend





BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
1711 & 178 INALII, STREIT JA 6-530
............)...............
I
• LEARN TO DRIVE :
• I
• If You Have Any Trouble What so ever •
•
i I





Tennessee !hiving School i
• BR 5-3600
American EducationGet the Best
























E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.
MECHANICS WANTED
GAS & DIESEL
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me-
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.




ON ALL RCA CONSOLE COLOR TV




Here's color TV you can carry (only 40 lbs. light)
with a powerful 21,500 volt NEW VISTA color chassis
and Super Bright HI-UTE color tubs. 69
USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN! OPEN EVERY NIGHT III 9.
Colonial styling . 
Automatic Fine Tuning!
Ettiturrfeetuni eager 7V with $
AFT in all-wood cabinet.




ACE APPLIANCECo.N R. G. KlNKLE  L. E. GATLIN JR
RCA MID-SOUTH HEADQUARTERS FOR OVER 24 YEARS
EAST WHITEHAVEN1 FRAYSER .. LAMAR POPLAR I
3431 Summer 4255 Hwy. 51 So. 3118 11roowis (Ierry.p H.) 2574 Lamar 5237 Peplos.
Phone 3244406 Phone 396-0995 Phone 3511-4$85 Phone 7434370 Phone 682-1661
enjoyed special emphasis thisl chairman
, past week at Booker T. Wash- 1 ving all
lington High School. Mrs. Nor- 1 meats in
! ma F. Griffin, general chair- theme:
man of the week's activities Your Job.
Wk. Observed At BTW 
morning with a short thought
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1969
Activities were planned for vities was the American Educe-
each day as the Future Teach- Wu Weak Assembly Program
ers of America began each Wednesday morning in the
school gymnasium. With
WHBQ ( Channel 13) T.V
:ur the day. Later on in the 
resented an example of its.
gave reports on contemporary 
cameras rolling, each depart-
day various faculty Members meat, vocational and academic,"
American Education Weekend Mrs. P. W. Grandberry, c0- __Jok Pcr- s by black authors Also d
t I 
work to faculty, students an
 
, succeeded in invol- most of the academic depart- honored guests. .
The Karate team, a self
taught group of students, both
girls and boys, stole the show
and the first place trophy ter
best presentation. Randy Jack-
son's reading, representing the
English departmf2nt, received
the second place prize.
The week's activities were
climaxed by an Open House
on Sunday afternoon. The pro-
cram presented Judge Odel
Horton as guest speaker.
Faculty and parents were aUin
treated to a show by the girls
and boys drill teams and the
band and choral group.
Mrs. C. B. Simmons, director
of open house activities, also
provided parents with a tour
of the school. Student work
was displayed in the various
classrooms. Afterwards a re-
ception was held in the library
and three door prizes were
awarded.
the school's depart-
fullfilling the week's 
trips meats planned field and
"Better Education— reported excellent 
participation.
P
WOOLWORTH'S CHECK to aid the Har-
lem Better Business Bureau's alumna I
drive for operating funds is handed to Peter




STOKLEY'S Finest whole kernel or
yellow crearnistyle 170z.
CORN 6 total limit 35
BUSH CUT GREEN
Asparagus 3Iimit 15oz. 250
MARTHA WHITE self rising
Meal Mix 51blbag. 294c
THANK !YOU, 
cherry, blackberry , peach
or apple
Pie Filling 4limit 4/$1
1 WHITE HOUSE
CONTADINA in heavy syrup
2 limit spiced whole
Peaches 29oz. can 19*
Apple Juice3 limit qt. 250
SACROMENTO halves 2 limit
Pears big 29oz. con 29*




Green Beans 16oz. 190
Highlighting the week's acti-
rector, by Leo McBryde, manager of Wool•
worth store at 126 Lenox ave., on behP.I: of
all the company's stores in the
community.
47`ci'eext
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH—.l232 L. SHELBY DRIVE (WH!TEHAVEN










10 To 14 11) avg.




16 lbs. & up
lb 32,









3 limit qt. 350
OCEAN SPRAY
Cranberry Sauce
strained or whole 16oz. 250
SHOWBOAT CUT SWEET
Potatoes 30oz. can 25
GEE GEE












Maxwell Rouse 19* or Chase & Sanborn
or Maryland Club 15*







4 1b. pkg. or more lb. 55*
•••••••• FRED MONTES!
FOL GERS 171 LB. CAN Maxwell Ho use, '19t
Maryland Club or Chose & Sonborn 1St
With coupon cod 5.00 additional purchase excluding
value of coupon merchandise ( fresh milk products
and tobacco also excluded in compliance with state IA
law).. roupon •xpires noun WednMidnite seat Nov 26. 0.
Anti Freeze & Turkey Purchase also excluded re— i:**
demptian ONE COUPON' PER FAMILY PER WEEK c'
Short Rib of Beef
ch 0 re ,c 4.941"
for boilin q pei lb. 254
Slab BACON mop milk
sliced per. lb. Q1/1104C






0 v. 5 th 'GIVES EVERY ONE FREE CHOICE.
•HELP S CREATE MORE JOBS.
• HELPS KEEP YOUR TAXES DOW N.
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